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Abstract
The primary research problem is the relationship between the spiritual formation of ordained
West Virginia United Methodist elders and church growth. During the past ten years the WV Annual
Conference has declined 14 percent in Sunday worship attendance, 16 percent in membership, and
24 percent in Sunday school.
In the theological foundation Jesus' ministry in the gospels was examined. Jesus emphasized
spiritual formation and the kingdom of heaven. He called people to follow him. Spiritual formation
and church growth are closely connected in Acts. Wesley's means of grace and the growth of
Methodism find their meaning in Jesus' paradigm of spiritual maturity and church growth.
Ninety-two ordained United Methodist elders in West Virginia (41 percent) completed a
researcher-designed questionnaire, "Elder's Survey 1997," consisting of thirty-six items. The survey
examined the elder's spiritual formation habits; their sense of well being; aspects of church growth
in their congregation.
Findings demonstrate a relationship between church growth and pastoral spiritual formation.
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CHAPTER 1
Understanding the Problem
In June of 1992 the bishop assigned me to the Reedsville United Methodist charge
in West Virginia. Several key leaders at Reedsville U.M. Church had been praying
fervently for church growth. I prayed with them. The Lord directed my preaching and
teaching to spiritual formation principles found in the gospels ofMatthew and Mark: the
life of Jesus, his miracles, his power, his purpose, his presence, his grace, his reconciling
love, his kingdom, his prayer life, the great commission, the great commandment.
I also focused on preaching and teaching personal spiritual formation themes:
worshiping God, the sacraments, holiness, submission, developing our prayer life, abiding
in Christ, being aware ofChrist, serving Christ, reading his Word, and growing in Christ-
likeness. In all of this I strived to become more spiritually formed myself I stressed that
spiritual formation is the process of becoming more like Jesus Christ.
Within weeks our Sunday morning attendance increased from 75 to 1 10. I invited
new people to consider church membership, and several expressed an interest. We held
church membership classes in December and January, and on January 31, 1993, thirty
new people joined the church. This illustrated for me the vital correlation between
spiritual formation and church growth. This pattern of nurturing pastoral and lay spiritual
formation and church growth has continued. Over the last six years Reedsville has
received 125 new members. More importantly, people are growing in their walk with the
Lord. They are becoming more like Christ. To God be the glory.
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Reedsville is one ofmany U.M. churches in West Virginia experiencing
numerical and spiritual growth. Unfortunately, as a whole the West Virginia Annual
Conference has lost 24,478 United Methodist church members over the last ten years,
from 1987 to 1996 inclusive. According to the West Virginia Aimual Conference
Journals, membership has dropped from 146,398 members in 1987 to 121,920 members
in 1996. This represents a decline of 16 percent from ten years ago, an average loss of
2,447 members per year.
During that same ten year period, average Sunday morning worship attendance
dropped 14 percent, from 68,009 in 1987 to 58,274 in 1996. Sunday school attendance
dropped 24 percent, from 50,778 in 1987 to 38,457 in 1996. The declining numbers
reflect a loss of approximately one million members over the past ten years in the U.M.
denomination as a whole.
United Methodist ministers in West Virginia are hurting. With the annual decline
ofmembership they feel enormous pressure to do something. Why are we declining in
numbers? Is this decline God's will for our Annual Conference, or does God desire us to
grow in numbers? How might this decline be related to spiritual formation? How might
we reverse this decline and begin to grow in numbers and in spirit?
Christ is Lord over the church, and holds the key to understanding the broad,
general principles of church growth. In order to better understand this problem of decline
among U.M. churches in West Virginia, and in order to develop possible solutions, I will
first explore the relationship of Christ as Lord of the Church to its growth. After all.
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Jesus began his public ministry by calling people to follow him, to become his disciples,
to make other disciples. Many persons�male and female� accepted Jesus' invitation and
followed him. Inherent in Jesus' paradigm ofministry is growth in pastoral spiritual
formation, lay spiritual formation, and numeric growth.
I will also examine the general nature of the church as the body ofChrist, and how
Christ grows his church. After that will be some specific points relating to the problem of
decline in the U.M. church in West Virginia, along with the relationship between pastoral
spiritual formation and church grov^h. The remainder ofChapter 1 will include the
context of the study, purpose, theological foundation, research questions, definitions,
methodology, population and sample, variables, instrumentation, data collection,
delimitation and generalizability, and overview.
Theological Foundations
The theological foundation must be centered on Jesus Christ. I will examine
Jesus as Lord of the church. Then I will focus of the nature of the church, the way Jesus
Christ grows his church, the relationship between church growth and spiritual formation.
Next Jesus' spiritual formation habits will be studied, then Jesus' teaching on spiritual
formation, and the close connection between Jesus' spiritual formation and church growth
in Acts.
Jesus Christ: Lord of the Church
Jesus Christ was God incarnate. John's gospel tells us, "In the beginning was the
Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. And the Word became flesh
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and dwelt among us, full of grace and truth; we have beheld his glory, glory as of the only
Son from the Father" (John 1:1,14, Revised Standard Version).
Jesus said plainly, "I and the Father are one" (John 10: 30).
Paul testified of Jesus, "He is the image of the invisible God, the first-bom of all
creation" (Colossians 1 : 15). And in Philippians 2: 6-7, "... though he was in the form
ofGod, did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped, but emptied himself,
taking the form of a servant, being bom in the likeness ofmen." Because Jesus is "the
image of the invisible God," all authority belongs to him, including authority over the
church.
Indeed the Lord Jesus Christ created the church and sacrificed his life for it. In
Ephesians 5: 25 the apostle Paul tells us, "... Christ loved the church and gave himself
up for her . . . .
" Jesus founded his church upon the confession of Simon Peter, who
said to Jesus, "You are the Christ, the Son of the living God" (Matthew 16: 16). Jesus
affirms Peter's confession and says to him in Matthew 16: 18, " . . . you are Peter, and on
this rock I will build my church . . . ." The rock upon which the church was built is
Simon Peter's confession to Jesus, "You are the Christ."
Jesus' words, "... I will build my church . . ." are instmctive in understanding the
deeper dimensions of his church: built by Christ points to a plan, a process of growth; my
church implies absolute sovereignty over it. Revelation chapters two and three go to
great lengths to exalt Christ as head of the church. The seven letters to the seven churches
demonstrate Jesus' absolute authority over his churches.
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Thus we sing about the church and Jesus, "... with his own blood he bought her,
and for her life he died" (Stone).
The Nature of the Church: The Body of Christ
The church is like a body. In fact, the word body is the most popular metaphor for
church in the New Testament. Says Smith, "Interestingly enough, the 'body' is the most
dominant image found in the New Testament in relation to the church" (A Contemporary
Wesleyan Theology, Charles Carter, ed., Vol 2, 604). These key biblical passages on the
church as the body of Christ substantiate Smith's point:
"For as in one body we have many members, and all the members do not have the
same function, so we, though many, are one body in Christ, and individually members
one of another" (Romans 12: 4-5). Especially relevant is the idea of the church as "one
body." Paul reminds us that we belong to each other, we are interconnected.
This vital theme is also seen in Paul's epistle to the Corinthians: "For just as the
body is one and has many members, and all the members of the body, though many, are
one body, so it is with Christ. Now you are the body ofChrist and individually members
of it. And God has appointed in the church ..." I Corinthians 12: 12, 27-28a; emphasis
mine). Clearly Scripture teaches that Christians form the body of Christ. This valuable
metaphor proves our interdependence. We need each other.
To the believers in Ephesus Paul wrote, "... and he has put all things under his
feet and has made him the head over all things for the church, which is his body, the
fulness ofhim who fills all in all" (Ephesians 1: 22-23). Realistically, "the church ... is
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his (Christ's) body." This gives tremendous value to the church and to all believers.
The Way Christ Grows His Church
The Lord Jesus Christ is head of the body. In Colossians 1:18 Paul says of
Jesus, "He is the head of the body, the church . . . ." He adds in 2: 19, " . . . the whole
body . . . grows with a growth that is from God." Thus church growth�spiritual and
numerical�comes from God. Ephesians 5: 23 and 24 substantiate this vital point:
"... as Christ is the head of the church, his body, and is himself its Savior." "... the
church is subject to Christ . . . .
" Ifwe as the church are Christ's body, then he is the
head, the authority, the one who keeps it all together. Therefore church growth must
come from the Lord.
Paul stands out in history as an excellent example of a person who was spiritually
formed and who believed in church growth. Indeed, God used Paul's ministry to help the
church grow throughout the world. Thus Paul exclaimed to the church at Corinth, "I
planted, Apollos watered, but God gave the growth" (I Corinthians 3:6). This verse
proves to be paramount in understanding church growth.
As head of the body, Christ gave us the great commission: "Go therefore and
make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and
of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you; and lo, I am
with you always, to the close of the age" (Matthew 28: 19-20). Thus we have Jesus'
vision for his church summarized in the great commission.
The main verb is "make disciples." "Go" (literally "going"), "baptizing," and
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"teaching," are all participles which modify the main thought: make disciples. In his
commentary on Matthew, Hagner makes this important point about Jesus' great
commission: "... the commission proper consists syntactically of the main verb
mathateusate, "make disciples," with three parallel subordinate participles: poreuthentes,
"going," baptizontes, "baptizing," and didaskontes, "teaching" (vv 19-20a)" (882).
Syntactically what emerges is one main thought: make disciples. And ifwe are making
disciples, the church will grow. Jesus' vision for his church is a vision of church growth,
which comes by making disciples.
Rick Warren pastors Saddleback Valley Community Church in Orange County,
California. Saddleback draws 10,000 people to worship every week. Warren comments,
"Considering the great commission that Jesus gave to the church, I believe that the
definition of fruitfulness for a local church must include growth by the conversion of
unbelievers" (The Purpose Driven Church 63). Later he adds, "Many of the kingdom
parables of Jesus emphasize the unavoidable truth that God expects his church to grow
(Ibid 63 emphasis mine). Warren says if a church fails to grow, something is wrong:
I'm interested in helping churches become balanced and healthy. If they
are healthy, growth will naturally happen. I don't have to command my
kids to grow. If I provide them with a healthy environment, growth is
automatic. If growth is not happening, it means something's wrong,
because it's the nature of living organisms to grow. (Leadership)
Jesus' purpose for his church is that we make disciples and convert unbelievers,
which necessarily means the grow1:h of the church. By adding new disciples church
growth naturally occurs. When Jesus' great commission was being fulfilled in the early
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church the world witnessed phenomenal church growth, as documented by the book of
Acts.
The growth motif is woven into Matthew 9:37-38, when Jesus said to his
disciples, "The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few; pray therefore the Lord of the
harvest to send out laborers into his harvest." Harvest naturally implies an abundance, a
gathering, a process of adding more and more. And notice the direct link between church
growth ("harvest") and spiritual formation ("pray"). Without prayer and spiritual
formation, there can be no real, sustained church growth.
In Acts 2: 47 we see the early church "... praising God and having favor with all
the people. And the Lord added to their number day by day those who were being saved."
Church growth is God's design for his church. Church growth is not an option ifwe are
to obey God's will. Church growth results from praising God and spiritual formation.
In his commentary on Acts, Bruce comments,
The praises of God were constantly on their tongues, and their numbers
were constantly increased as he added more and more believers to the
faithful remnant. It is the Lord's prerogative to add new members to his
own community; it is the joyful prerogative of existing members to
welcome to their fellowship those whom he has accepted. (74-75)
David Smith lists seven primary reasons why God's church exists:
1 . to preach and teach the Word
2. to provide worship and administer the sacraments
3. to enrich the fellowship of believers
4. to provide nurture and training of new persons for the mission of the
church
5. to engage in evangelism and the mission enterprise, extending the
fellowship into an ever-growing number of persons
6. to engage in loving and helping service through social concern and
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involvement
7. to exemplify, teach, and promote ethical righteousness
(A Contemporary Wesleyan Theologv. Charles Carter, ed., vol. 2, 614)
Of particular significance to this study is point number five, "to engage in
evangelism and the mission enterprise, extending the fellowship into an ever-growing
number ofpersons'" (emphasis mine). Evangelism, missions, and healthy growth have
been vital components of the Lord's church from the beginning. Jesus attracted huge
crowds with his ministry ofpreaching, teaching, and healing, and has commissioned us to
strive for new growth.
In honestly seeking God's will for spiritual formation and church growth, we must
remain open minded to various ways of looking at the problem. Church growth is not
just numbers, and it is not one-dimensional. In More Than Numbers Episcopal priest
Mead rightly reminds us that gvovAh. involves much more than the number ofmembers on
the roll. Mead identifies four main areas of church growth: numerical, maturation,
organic, and incamational. This book provides an intelligent balance between those who
are consumed with numbers and those who seem afraid to discuss numbers.
Church Growth and Spiritual Formation
In order to explore the relationship between spiritual formation of ordained WV
United Methodist elders and growth in their churches, we must build a biblical
theological foundation. First, the spiritual formation habits of Jesus Christ will be
studied, as documented in the gospels. Second, Jesus' teaching on spiritual formation
will be detailed. Third, a causal link will be developed between Jesus' spiritual formation
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habits/teaching and church growth in the book ofActs.
The Spiritual Formation Habits of Jesus
"Behold, a virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and his name shall be called
Emmanuel (which means, God with us)." This short verse from Matthew 1 : 23 tells us
much about spiritual formation. With the birth of Jesus, God is with us. This is the heart
of spiritual formation: becoming more aware of Jesus' presence with us all the time,
becoming more like him all the time. Indeed, the gospel ofMatthew begins and ends
with this theme of the Lord's presence. In Matthew 28: 20, Jesus promises, " . . . lo, I am
with you always, to the close of the age." What principles of spiritual formation can we
learn from Jesus' life? What does it mean to become more like Jesus?
Jesus loved. Jesus loved the Father and taught us to do the same when he gave us
the great commandment: "... you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and
with all your soul, and with all your mind, and with all your strength. You shall love your
neighbor as yourself
' (Mark. 12:30-31).
Jesus' love for the Father is evidenced by his humility, his obedience to the
Father's will, his desire to fulfill the Father's purpose for him. His love for others is seen
throughout his ministry of teaching, preaching, healing.
But in love Jesus went a step further: he loved those who did not love him. Jesus
taught, "... Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, bless those who curse
you, pray for those who abuse you" (Luke 6. 27-28). We see Jesus' love proven as he
suffered and gasped on the cross. Looking down at his killers he said, "Father, forgive
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them; for they know not what they do" (Luke 23: 34).
Jesus' love for the Father led him to humble himself before the Father. Just
before Jesus' baptism, John the Baptist said to Jesus in Matthew 3:14, "I need to be
baptized by you, and do you come to me?" We see Jesus' humility in his response to
John: "Let it be so now; for thus it is fitting for us to fulfill all righteousness" (Matthew
3: 15). Jesus also modeled humility and servanthood by washing the disciples' feet, John
13: 3-17.
Philippians 2: 8 describes the extent of Jesus' humility: "... he humbled himself
and became obedient unto death, even death on a cross." Isaiah 53: 7 tells us the Messiah
"... was oppressed, and he was afflicted, yet he opened not his mouth; like a lamb that is
led to the slaughter, and like a sheep that before its shearers is dumb, so he opened not his
mouth." Jesus constantly modeled humility, a vital component of spiritual formation.
Jesus denied himself When he journeyed into the wilderness, "... he fasted
forty days and forty nights, and afterward he was hungry" (Matthew 4:2). He had
"... nowhere to lay his head" (Luke 9: 58). This motif of self-denial weaves its way
throughout the history of the church, from the desert fathers to Therese ofLisieux to
Thomas Merton.
Jesus knew the Word and he loved the Word. When he was tempted by the devil,
Jesus responded to the temptations by quoting scripture because he was spiritually formed
by the Word (see Matthew 4: 1-10). On other occasions Jesus quoted Old Testament
prophecies, which found their fulfillment in Jesus' ministry.
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The sacraments were celebrated by Jesus. He was baptized by John in Matthew 3:
16-17 (see also Mark 1: 9; Luke 3: 21-22). The Spirit of God touched him. The Father
spoke in a loud voice from heaven. Jesus gave us the sacrament ofHoly Communion by
giving ofhimself, "This is my body which is given for you." "This cup which is poured
out for you is the new covenant in my blood" (Luke 22: 19, 20).
Jesus prayed to the Father. The Lord's Prayer (Matthew 6: 9-13) is not just a
prayer that Jesus taught, but also a prayer that Jesus prayed. By teaching it out loud to the
disciples, Jesus was praying it as well. He called God Father. He hallowed God's name,
honored God's name as holy. He focused on the kingdom. He gave thanks. He forgave .
He asked deliverance from evil.
Jesus reminded the worshipers in the temple, "It is written, 'My house shall be
called a house ofprayer'; but you make it a den of robbers" (Matthew 21 : 13; confer
Mark 11: 17; Luke 19: 46). Prayer was central in Jesus' life ofmaking disciples. In
Matthew 1 1 : 25-27, Jesus prayed,
I thank thee. Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that thou hast hidden these
things from the wise and understanding and revealed them to babes; yea.
Father, for such was thy gracious will. All things have been delivered to
me by my Father; and no one knows the Son except the Father, and no
one knows the Father except the Son and any one to whom the Son
chooses to reveal him.
Just before Jesus chose the twelve men whom he would mentor and lead in
spiritual formation, "... he went out to the mountain to pray; and all night he continued
in prayer to God. And when it was day, he called his disciples, and chose from them
twelve, whom he named apostles" (Luke 6: 12-13). Therefore prayer is paramount in
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Jesus' decision making. He stayed up all night in prayer, seeking the Father's will in
choosing spiritual formation partners. In his short time with them Jesus would teach the
disciples important principles of spiritual formation, which in turn would lead them to
help spark the phenomenal church growth in Acts.
Prayer was seen by Jesus as both offensive and defensive. When Satan demanded
Peter, Jesus told Peter, "... I have prayed for you that your faith may not fail ..." (Luke
22: 32). Jesus believed in prayer; indeed prayer was central to his theology of spiritual
formation.
Jesus gave thanks to the Father. He acknowledged him as Lord, as one who
reveals, as one who is sovereign, as one who is close to him. Here is part of the very
essence of spiritual formation.
As spiritually formed servants, we should "... give thanks in all circumstances"
(I Thessalonians 5: 18). Giving thanks is vitally important to worshipping God, as
evidenced by the four living creatures in Revelation 4: 9, "... the living creatures give
glory and honor and thanks to him who is seated on the throne ..." Therefore giving
thanks is a key dynamic in worship and spiritual formation.
Jesus acknowledged the authority given to him by the Father. In Matthew 12: 8
he says, "... the Son ofman is lord of the Sabbath" (confer Mark 2: 28; Luke 6: 5). In
John 5: 26-27, Jesus says, "For as the Father has life in himself, so he has granted the Son
also to have life in himself, and has given him authority to execute judgment, because he
is the Son ofman." Again in John 5: 30, "I can do nothing on my own authority ..."
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Perhaps one of the reasons some elders fail to grow churches is that they have
forgotten their ordination: "Take authority as an elder in the Church to preach the Word
ofGod, and to administer the Holy Sacraments" (The United Methodist Book of
Worship, p. 678). In our clumsy attempts at humility, we elders sometimes shy away
from taking the due authority which God has given us at ordination.
Jesus sought solitude with the Father. In Matthew 14: 13, "... he withdrew from
there in a boat to a lonely place apart." Later in the same chapter, "... after he had
dismissed the crowds, he went up on the mountain by himself to pray. When evening
came, he was there alone ..." (14: 23). In Luke 5:16, Jesus "... withdrew to the
wilderness and prayed." In Mark 1 : 35, "And in the morning, a great while before day,
he rose and went out to a lonely place, and there he prayed." In Mark 6: 46, "... he went
up on the mountain to pray." In John 6:15,"... Jesus withdrew again to the mountain
by himself" Jesus repeatedly models solitude, a key component of spiritual formation.
In God's Joyftil Surprise, Sue Monk Kidd devotes chapter eight to solitude. She
says.
The best definition of solitude I have found comes from Jesus Himself:
"When thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and . . . shut the door"
(Matthew 6: 6). Solitude is a time for stripping away everything in order to
focus on God. Solitude is a time for "God and God alone." In solitude we
leave our cares outside the time and place set apart, in order to enter the
silence of our hearts and immerse ourselves in God's presence. Who
knows what can happen when we focus only on God. (98-99)
Jesus was attentive to the needs of others. He fed the 5,000, took the loaves,
blessed, broke, gave. He healed the blind, the paralyzed; he cast out evil; he raised the
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dead. He wept with those who wept. He took time to bless the children.
He admonished the rich man, "... go, sell what you possess and give to the poor,
and you will have treasure in heaven; and come, follow me" (Matthew 19: 21). Jesus
addressed individuals at their points of need: children, mothers, fathers, tax collectors,
Jews and Gentiles, the wealthy and the poor. "... him who comes to me I will not cast
out" (John 6:37). A well-rounded spirituality seeks to meet the needs of others.
Jesus was transfigured. "And he was transfigured before them, and his face
shone like the sun, and his garments became white as light" (Matthew 17: 2; see also
Mark 9: 2ff; Luke 9: 28ff). Jesus' transfiguration shows his strong emphasis on the
kingdom and eternal life, which give us a vision of the end result of our spiritual
formation.
Jesus celebrated the holidays. The word holidays comes from "holy days." Jesus
kept the Passover with the disciples. In John 5: 1 we see him celebrating the feast of the
Jews. Though not named specifically (it may have been Passover, Tabernacles,
Pentecost) it still shows his regard for honoring the holy days. In John 10: 22 he is at the
temple for the Feast ofDedication. During his life he made many trips to the temple in
Jerusalem to celebrate holidays. Jesus' spiritual formation embraced holy days and
worship.
Jesus humbly and reverently submitted to the will of the Father. The gospels all
show Jesus fulfilling the Father's purpose for his life, "journeying toward Jerusalem"
(Luke 13: 22). When faced with death, Jesus submitted, "My Father, if it be possible, let
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this cup pass from me; nevertheless, not as I will, but as thou wilt" (Matthew 26: 39;
confer Mark 14: 36; Luke 22: 42). Jesus "... became obedient unto death, even death
on a cross" (Philippians 2:8). This proves radical submission to the Father's will. On
the cross Jesus committed his spirit to the Father, Luke 23: 46. Spiritual formation is
governed by God's will. If church growth is God's will�and I believe that point is
proven in the gospels and Acts�then surely growth-oriented pastors should strive to
abide in God's will daily, and pray to be used of God.
Jesus led a small group. He surrounded himselfwith the twelve disciples. Many
of the gospel stories show Jesus with two or three disciples or more. In a boat, at the
dinner table, on a walk, in an upper room, Jesus modeled small groups. Spiritual
formation does not always take place in solitude with the Father. Often it happens in
small groups, where worship, honesty, accountability, prayer, and Christ-likeness can be
nurtured.
In mentoring the twelve disciples, one of Jesus' goals was to develop ftature
leaders who would themselves lead small groups and thus stimulate the growth of God's
church. Leadership development proved to be one of the key elements in Jesus' earthly
ministry. All four of the gospels give great emphasis to the fact that Jesus invested much
of his earthly ministry in developing leaders.
Jesus exemplified a strong faith. "Truly, I say to you, whoever says to this
mountain, 'Be taken up and cast into the sea,' and does not doubt in his heart, but
believes that what he says will come to pass, it will be done for him. Therefore I tell you.
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whatever you ask in prayer, believe that you have received it, and it will be yours" (Mark
1 1 : 23-24). No doubt. Only faith. Spiritual formation is founded on strong faith.
Jesus focused on his mission and not his enemies. After Peter's confession of
Christ in Matthew 16: 16, the text shows Jesus fixed on his mission: "From that time
Jesus began to show his disciples that he must go to Jerusalem and suffer many things
fi-om the elders and chiefpriests and scribes, and be killed, and on the third day be raised"
(Matthew 16: 21). Even though he knew Judas would betray him, Jesus still sat at table
with him. "... as they were at table eating, Jesus said, 'Truly, I say to you, one of you
will betray me, one who is eating with me'" (Mark 14: 18). Jesus' spiritual formation is
mission-centered. Everything else is secondary.
In the give and take ofpastoral work in the church, there are times in a minister's
life when people become angry at him/her. Disagreements, misunderstandings, and
power struggles can happen in the best of churches. Busy pastors can sometimes be
tempted into focusing more on problems than peace, more on conflict than on spiritual
formation. Jesus reminds us that all is well. The Father's will is going to be done, no
matter how things may look at the moment.
Jesus centered on the kingdom. He began his public ministry in Matthew's gospel
by proclaiming, "Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand (4: 17). "... the kingdom
ofGod is in the midst ofyou," he told the Pharisees (Luke 17: 21). He consistently
preached the good news of God's kingdom, and taught other preachers to do the same.
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Jesus' Teaching on Spiritual Formation
First and foremost, Jesus taught us to love. At the heart of spiritual formation is
loving God with all of our heart, soul, mind, and strength, and loving our neighbor as
ourselves (Mark 12: 29-31). Spiritual formation without love is of little value.
In his last few hours of freedom Jesus taught the disciples, "A new
commandment I give to you, that you love one another; even as I have loved you, that you
also love one another. By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you have
love for one another" (John 13: 34-35).
Jesus gave us the ultimate example of agape love by surrendering to the will of the
Father and going to the cross. "But he was wounded for our transgressions, he was
bruised for our iniquities; upon him was the chastisement that made us whole, and with
his stripes we are healed" (Isaiah 53: 5). Authentic spiritual formation embraces God's
will to love sacrificially. Jesus suffered horrible pain for the sake of love.
Jesus continually pointed to God's kingdom as priority one. "But seek first his
kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things shall be yours as well" (Matthew 6:
33). He preached and taught about God's kingdom and admonished the disciples to do
the same: "And preach as you go, saying, 'The kingdom of heaven is at hand'" (Matthew
10: 7). Jesus reminded the Pharisees, "... the kingdom of God is in the midst of you"
(Luke 17: 21). True spiritual formation seeks fulfillment in the deeper dimensions of life,
heeding Paul's advice, "Set your minds on things that are above, not on things that are on
earth" (Colossians 3 : 2).
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Jesus promised a powerful prayer life to all who believe. In Matthew 18: 19-20,
"Again I say to you, if two of you agree on earth about anything they ask, it will be done
for them by my Father in heaven. For where two or three are gathered in my name, there
am I in the midst of them." Here we see a direct link between powerfiil prayer and Jesus'
presence. Thus prayer is a vital component of spiritual formation. According to
McGavran, prayer is closely tied with church growth (Chapter 2).
In Matthew 21 : 22 Jesus promises, "And whatever you ask in prayer, you will
receive, if you have faith." In Luke 1 1 : 9-10 the Lord Jesus offers this promise of a
powerful prayer life: "And I tell you. Ask, and it will be given you; seek, and you will
find; knock, and it will be opened to you. For every one who asks receives, and he who
seeks finds, and to him who knocks it will be opened."
John's gospel is also helpfiil. In John 14: 13-14, Jesus tells the disciples,
"Whatever you ask in my name, I will do it, that the Father may be glorified in the Son; if
you ask anything in my name, I will do it."
In a passage on abiding in Christ (John 15:1-11,16) Jesus promises in verse 7, "If
you abide in me, and my words abide in you, ask whatever you will, and it shall be done
for you." He adds in verse 16,
"
. . . abide ... so that whatever you ask the Father in my
name, he may give it to you." The same promise of a powerfiil prayer life is seen in
John 16: 23-24, "Truly, truly, I say to you, if you ask anything of the Father, he will give
it to you in my name. Hitherto you have asked nothing in my name; ask, and you will
receive, that your joy may be fiill." I John 3: 21-22 adds, "Beloved, if our hearts do not
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condemn us, we have confidence before God; and we receive from him whatever we ask,
because we keep his commandments and do what pleases him."
Jesus' promises encourage us to develop a strong prayer life, to "pray constantly"
as Paul says, and to know our prayers are heard. Constant prayer is vital to spiritual
formation and church growth.
Jesus taught the disciples to have faith: "All things are possible to him who
believes" (Mark 9: 23). And in Mark 1 1 : 22-24 Jesus says.
Have faith in God. Truly, I say to you, whoever says to this mountain,
"Be taken up and cast into the sea," and does not doubt in his heart, but
believes that what he says will come to pass, it will be done for him.
Therefore I tell you, whatever you ask in prayer, believe that you have
received it, and it will be yours.
Closely linked to faith is trust. Matthew 14: 28-32 tells how Jesus empowered
Peter to walk on water. Peter did indeed walk on water and was doing fine until he took
his eyes off the Lord. Then he began to sink. Jesus immediately reached out his hand
and caught him, saying to him in verse 3 1 , "O man of little faith, why did you doubt?"
Mature spiritual formation sees the connection between faith and trust.
Self denial was modeled and taught by Jesus, who told his disciples in Matthew
16: 24-26,
If any man would come after me, let him deny himself and take up his
cross and follow me. For whoever would save his life will lose it, and
whoever loses his life for my sake will find it. For what will it profit a
man, if he gains the whole world and forfeits his life? Or what shall a man
give in return for his life?
Jesus also taught fasting as an important part of spiritual formation. In Matthew
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6: 16, "And when you fast
" Also the following verse, "But when you fast "
Again in verse 18, "that your fasting may not be seen by men but by your Father "
Jesus naturally assumed fasting would be part of a holistic approach to developing
spirituality. The self denial and sacrifice of sensory pleasures help us to center on God's
presence, God's kingdom, God's will, God's way. The link between spiritual formation
and fasting goes back for thousands of years (Massey 55; Foster 41-49).
Closely tied to self denial is Jesus' teaching on humility. "Blessed are the poor in
spirit " "Blessed are the meek ..." (Matthew 5: 3, 5). Jesus taught his disciples,
"A disciple is not above his teacher ..." (Matthew 10: 24). In Luke 14: 1 1 Jesus says,
"For every one who exalts himselfwill be humbled, and he who humbles himselfwill be
exalted" (see also Luke 18: 14). John the Baptist echoed this sentiment, saying about
his Lord, "He must increase, but I must decrease" (John 3: 30).
Jesus used vivid metaphors to teach spiritual formation. In John 4: 14 Jesus
teaches the woman at the well, "... whoever drinks of the water that I shall give him
will never thirst; the water that I shall give him will become in him a spring ofwater
welling up to eternal life."
In John 10: 3 Jesus used the metaphor of shepherd and sheep: "... the sheep hear
his voice, and he calls his own sheep by name and leads them out." And again in verse
1 1, "I am the good shepherd. The good shepherd lays dovm his life for the sheep."
In John 10: 9, "I am the door . . . . "
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In John 12: 24 Jesus used another metaphor to which people can easily relate:
"Truly, truly, I say to you, unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it remains
alone; but if it dies, it bears much fruit." Thus Jesus taught spiritual formation as the art
of dying to self and becoming alive to the will of God:
He who loves his life loses it, and he who hates his life in this world will
keep it for eternal life. If any one serves me, he must follow me; and
where I am, there shall my servant be also; if any one serves me, the
Father will honor him. (John 12: 25-26)
At the Feast of Tabernacles Jesus proclaimed, "If any one thirst, let him come to
me and drink. He who believes in me, as the scripture has said, 'Out of his heart shall
flow rivers of living water'" (John 7: 37-38). Again we see Jesus' employing colorfril
metaphor to teach about spiritual formation.
Jesus taught us to keep the spirit in spiritual formation: in John 6: 63 Jesus
reminds us, "It is the spirit that gives life, the flesh is of no avail; the words that I have
spoken to you are spirit and life." Therefore Jesus taught that a major part of spiritual
formation is knowing Jesus' words, which are spirit.
Jesus encouraged us to be spiritually formed by the Word. Jesus promised to
believers, "Ifyou continue in my word, you are truly my disciples, and you will know the
truth, and the truth will make you free" (John 8: 3 1-32). Again in John 8: 47, "He who
is ofGod hears the words ofGod; the reason why you do not hear them is that you are not
ofGod."
Jesus' words should always be fresh on the minds of pastors who desire to dive
deeper into the waters of spirituality. Peter recognized that when he said to Jesus,
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"Lord . . . you have the words of eternal life" (John 6: 68).
Jesus instructed us to worship the Father.
... the hour is coming, and now is, when the true worshipers will worship
the Father in spirit and truth, for such the Father seeks to worship him.
God is spirit, and those who worship him must worship in spirit and
truth. (John 4: 23-24)
God is spirit. As spiritual beings created in his image, we must worship him.
This concept is vital to understanding spiritual formation. To worship God in spirit
means to be submitted to his will, to be in harmony with his divine purpose for our lives.
Spiritual worship is not something we do one hour a week. Rather it is a new way of life.
Moment by moment, minute by minute, hour by hour, day by day, we focus on God's
presence with us, we love God, we worship God. In heaven at the holy throne ofGod,
"... day and night they never cease to sing, 'Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord God Almighty,
who was and is and is to come'" (Revelation 4: 8). Note they worship God day and
night. In heaven they never cease to worship him.
Continual worship ofGod must be the goal of those who seek to be spiritually
mature. After Jesus blessed the disciples and ascended into heaven, the disciples
"
. . . were continually in the temple blessing God" (Luke 24: 53).
Jesus invited us to practice his presence. John 14, 15, and 16 deal extensively
with the Lord's presence:
Ifyou love me, you will keep my commandments. And I will pray the
Father, and he will give you another Counselor, to be with you for ever,
even the Spirit ofTruth, whom the world cannot receive, because it
neither sees him nor knows him; you know him, for he dwells with you,
and will be in you. (John 14: 15-17)
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Jesus and the Father are willing to come and "... make our home ..." with those
who love them, John 14: 23. Abiding in Christ's presence is the primary theme of John
15: 1-11, where the word abide occurs nine times. In John 15:4, "Abide in me, and I in
you." In John 15: 26, " . . . when the Counselor comes, whom I shall send to you from
the Father, even the Spirit of truth, who proceeds from the Father, he will bear witness to
me
" Jesus appointed the twelve disciples "... to be with him" (Mark 3: 14).
Recalled, "Follow me," indicating the importance of being with him. Just before Jesus
ascended into heaven, he promised all true disciples, " . . . lo, I am with you always, to the
close of the age" (Matthew 28: 20).
But sometimes practicing Jesus' presence is not as easy as it might seem. For a
long time the two disciples on the walk to Emmaus (Luke 24: 13-35) did not recognize
who Jesus was. This reminds us that it is only by God's grace, given through revelation,
that we recognize Jesus and become aware of his presence with us moment by moment.
Practicing the presence of Christ has continually been a key component in spiritual
formation.
Jesus' Spiritual Formation and Church Growth in Acts
Just before Jesus ascended into heaven he laid the foundation for church growth:
"But you shall receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you shall be
my witnesses in Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria and to the end of the earth"
(Acts 1 : 8).
Thus Jesus' ministry ofmodeling and teaching spiritual formation in the gospels
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continues in Acts through the ministry of the Holy Spirit. And when Jesus' disciples are
spiritually formed and spirit filled, church growth takes off quickly. Spirit-filled and
motivated to serve the Lord, they told others about salvation in Christ, and the net result
was conversion growth. Bill Hull, author of The Disciple Making Church, refers to
conversion growth as " . . . the creme de la creme" ofmeasuring sticks for church health
(77).
In Acts 1 : 14 we see the disciples working together in unity: "All these with one
accord devoted themselves to prayer, together with the women and Mary the mother of
Jesus, and with his brothers." Church growth begins with church unity, a natural result of
spiritual formation. The marriage of prayer and church growth in Acts continues to shine
light on the church today as we prepare to enter the new millennium.
In Acts 1 : 24, the disciples pray to the Lord to discern his will for new leadership.
In Acts 2, the day ofPentecost comes and God pours out his Holy Spirit on the people.
Peter preaches a Spirit-filled sermon on Jesus' power, miracles, crucifixion, resurrection,
and lordship. People are convicted; Peter issues an invitation; 3,000 people come to
Jesus Christ. This is Church Growth 101, taught by Peter. From there the church
experienced phenomenal growth, "in Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria and to the
end of the earth," as prophesied by Jesus in Acts 1:8.
Empowered by the Holy Spirit and committed to spiritual formation disciplines,
the Lord used the early disciples to spread his church worldwide. He had promised them,
"
. . . the powers of death shall not prevail against it" (Matthew 16: 18). Now almost
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2,000 years later God's church continues to grow and prosper, powerful evidence of
church growth based on Jesus' spiritual formation.
Church growth in Acts is linked to spiritual formation by J. Oswald Sanders, who
wrote.
The book ofActs is the story of people who established the church and
led the missionary enterprise. It is ofmore than passing significance that
the central qualification of those who were to occupy even subordinate
positions of responsibility in the early church was that they be persons
"full of the Holy Spirit." (Spiritual Leadership 79)
The Problem ofDecline in West Virginia
The loss of 24,478 church members in West Virginia over the past ten years
presents an especially serious problem because it points to the failure of ordained U.M.
ministers and others to fulfill Jesus' great commission. It points to the failure of U.M.
ministers and others to follow Jesus' model of church growth. It points to the failure of
U.M. ministers and others to replicate the church growth seen in the early church in the
book ofActs. Church growth ought to be the norm rather than the exception.
If the church is to love God, worship God, and love God's people, then the
church must be spiritually healthy, casting the vision, making disciples, multiplying
laborers, growing in numbers. If enough individual U.M. churches in West Virginia can
begin to grow then the Annual Conference will grow as well.
The Process of Church Growth
We as the church must know our purpose: make disciples. And we must seek
God's vision for the way in which he wants us to make disciples. In The Power of
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Vision. George Bama makes a helpful distinction between purpose and vision (44-46).
Purpose is the broad, over-arching reason for our being: make disciples. Vision is God's
detailed plan ofhow we are to do that. One church's vision may be to focus on children,
another's may be to work wdth seniors, still another's may be to minister to the poor and
homeless in their community.
Church growth depends on both purpose and vision. In his wisdom God calls
pastors and lay leaders to catch his vision. Bama defines vision as, "... a clear mental
portrait of a preferable future, communicated by God to His chosen servant-leaders, based
upon an accurate understanding ofGod, self, and circumstances" (Leaders on Leadership
47). Therefore visionary leaders are important to church growth.
The process of church growth can be seen in this way: first, pastors and church
leaders must recognize the authority of Jesus Christ, God incamate. Jesus said, "All
authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me" (Matthew 28: 1 8). Because Jesus
possesses all authority and because Jesus is Lord ofhis church, pastors and church leaders
must surrender to him, worship him, love him, listen to him, believe him, obey him, read
his Word, pray to him. This involves a lifelong process of spiritual formation, becoming
more like Christ. The Lord's purpose for his church must be clearly seen.
Second, pastors and church leaders must be motivated and trained to fulfill Jesus'
great commission: make disciples. This is our purpose. If someone does not know
Jesus as Lord and Savior, our role is to help them make that decision and then grow
spiritually. If they do know Jesus as Lord and Savior, our role is to help them grow in
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their daily walk with the Lord, to be Spirit-filled. Therefore spiritual formation plays a
key role in the life of every believer. Formation is the lifelong process of becoming more
like Jesus Christ.
Third, Spirit-led pastors and church leaders must encourage new disciples to
fulfill Jesus' great commission: make disciples. Sheep beget sheep. In this way healthy
church growth continues. Church grow^th is good because it signals we are obeying the
Lord and being blessed by the Lord. Growth is God's plan for his church, as clearly
demonstrated in the gospels. Acts, and the New Testament.
Fourth, we must remember what church growth is not: it is not competition or
jealousy, it is just numbers, it is not games and gimmicks, it is not theologically
hollow but rather theologically sound. The pastor who is spiritually formed will
remember that true church growth is motivated by ministry, not money. A humble
servant spirit is foundational in creating a climate of church growth.
Spiritual formation must never be seen as a "tool" for church growth. Spiritual
formation must never be seen as a slick program to grow churches. We strive to become
spiritually formed because we desire to love God more deeply, we desire to be more like
Jesus, we desire to obey him and humble ourselves before him. Spiritual formation is
primary. Our motives must be pure. True spiritual formation involves aligning our heart
with Jesus' heart, and developing a close, personal relationship with him. It means being
constantly aware of God's presence, being humbly submissive to his will. Our heart
motive must always be love ofGod (Massey 15).
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One only needs to look at the contrast between Jesus and the Pharisees to realize
there is a right way and a wrong way to approach spiritual formation. Jesus' life was
centered on being humble; the Pharisees were proud and arrogant (Matthew 23). Jesus'
life was a life of loving the Father and loving others; the Pharisees loved themselves;
Jesus was concerned with the inner life; the Pharisees did "... all their deeds to be seen
by men . . ." (Matthew 23: 5). Jesus centered on the kingdom ofGod; the Pharisees
centered on the kingdom of this world. Jesus compared the Pharisees to whitewashed
tombs and admonished them, "So you also outwardly appear righteous to men, but within
you are full ofhypocrisy and iniquity" (Matthew 23: 28). A legalistic approach to the
spiritual disciplines results in pride, self-centeredness, and broken relationships, as seen
in the lives of the Pharisees.
Authentic spiritual formation means we are continually filled with the Holy Spirit,
and bearing the fruit of the Spirit: "love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control" (Galatians 5: 22-23). Spiritual formation is not
a church growth gimmick, but rather a continual walk with the Lord, living in love and
purity, growing daily in Christ-likeness.
But there is a connection between pastoral spiritual formation and church growth.
Just as Jesus launched the church based on mature spiritual formation as seen in his life
of surrender, prayer, scripture, and service, growth oriented pastors today must be
spiritually mature and healthy.
Warren shares, "... growing a healthy church depends on the personal character
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of the leader. It is possible for an unhealthy pastor to lead a growing church, but it takes a
healthy pastor to lead a healthy church. You can't lead people further than you are in
your own spiritual health" (Leadership).
In an article "Prayer and Church Growth," C. Peter Wagner strikes a delicate
balance between what he terms the technological aspects of church growth (church
planting, evangelism, leadership) and the spiritual aspects of church growth (prayer,
supernatural signs). Wagner says we need both: "So the spiritual aspects ofChurch
Growth are seen, not as a substitute for the technical aspects, but as an addition"
(Strategies for Today's Leader, Vol. XXXII, No. 3, July/August/September, 1995, 39-40).
For Wagner the key question is, "How can prayer be used effectively to speed up
the spread of the Gospel and the multiplication of churches worldwide" (ibid 40)?
Wagner identifies four areas related to prayer: "the relationship of prayer to Church
Growth; intercession for Christian leaders; strategic-level intercession, and spiritual
mapping" (ibid 40). Wagner's vision of the "multiplication of churches worldwide" is
clearly in harmony with Jesus' commissioning of the disciples in Matthew 10.
It must be noted: the reason Jesus trained and sent the disciples out into the world
was so that they could win people to a saving knowledge of Jesus Christ, so that they
could have eternal life in his kingdom. This necessarily means church growth. Numbers
are important in that they represent precious human souls for whom Christ died.
Jesus' eschatological vision for all ministers is to spread the gospel: "And this
gospel of the kingdom will be preached throughout the whole world, as a testimony to all
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nations; and then the end will come" (Matthew 24: 14).
While church growth is not an end in itself, it is evidence that Jesus' will is being
done. Our goal is to be spiritually healthy, and to grow churches in God's way, with
God's vision and purpose in mind at all times.
In Strategies for Church Growth. Wagner reminds us that the Lord "... is telling
us to get our eyes on the lost and seek them until they are found. God does not want just
a few sheep. He wants many" (44). Wagner goes on to quote Jesus, "It is not the will of
your Father who is in heaven that one of these little ones should perish'" (Matthew 18:
14).
McGavran says simply, "While an evangelical awakening is a movement of the
Holy Spirit in the church ofChrist and thus depends on the initiative of almighty God, it
is usually granted to those who pray earnestly for it" (Understanding Church Growth.
134). Again we see a clear link between church growth and spiritual formation.
Eddie Gibbs blends spiritual formation and church growth in his chapter, "The
Power Behind the Principles," found in the book Church Grovyth: State of the Art
(Wagner, editor). Gibbs states, "All the church growth technology in the world is not
sufficient for bringing the lost to Jesus Christ. Drawing a man or woman to himself in
love is the work of the Holy Spirit" (188). We need both spiritual formation and church
growth in order to fulfill God's will. Often we think in terms of "either~or," when it is
really "both--and."
In sending out the disciples on a mission ofmaking disciples, Jesus directed their
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thoughts towards the goal of being spiritually formed: "A disciple is not above his
teacher, nor a servant above his master; it is enough for the disciple to be like his teacher,
and the servant like his master" (Matthew 10: 24-25). Clearly spiritual formation is the
art ofhumbling ourselves and becoming like Jesus.
Context of the Study
The context of this study is the West Virginia United Methodist Aimual
Conference, consisting of 221 ordained elders actively serving churches fiill time (West
Virginia Annual Conference Ministerial Appointments, 1997). The conference consists
of 121,920 church members, 593 pastoral charges, and 1,360 total churches, an average of
2.29 churches per charge. Average membership is 89.6 members per church. Average
Sunday morning worship attendance is 42.8 persons per church. Average Sunday school
attendance is 28.2 persons per church (WV Aimual Conference Workbook 1997.
Statistical Summary, 1997-04).
These figures mark a decline from a decade ago. In 1987, the West Virginia
U. M. Annual Conference consisted of 266 ordained elders actively serving churches
(West Virginia Annual Conference Journal, 1988. 139). The conference had 146,398
church members in 1987. There were 587 pastoral charges, 1,419 total churches, an
average of 2.4 churches per charge. Average membership was 103.1 members per
church. Average Sunday morning attendance was 47.9 persons per church. Average
Sunday school attendance was 35.7 persons per church (Ibid, 679-689). Only one new
church was started in the last ten years.
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During this same ten-year period the state ofWest Virginia registered a very slight
decline in population. In 1987 the population in West Virginia was 1,857,585
(INTERNET: http://www.census.gov). Today it is 1,816,000 (latest figures available:
July 1, 1997. The Morgantown Dominion Post. Jan. 1, 1998, page 3-A). This represents
a modest loss of 41,585 persons, about 2 percent. Those who would blame West Virginia
U.M. church membership losses on a dramatic loss ofpopulation within the state of West
Virginia seem to be stretching the point.
Purpose
The purpose of this research was to explore the relationship between spiritual
formation of ordained West Virginia United Methodist elders and growth in their
churches. I examined the possible correlation between pastoral spiritual formation and
church growth.
Research Questions
Research question #1 : What are the spiritual formation habits ofUnited Methodist
elders in West Virginia?
Research question #2: What are the present growth patterns in United Methodist
churches in West Virginia?
Research question #3: What is the relationship between pastoral spiritual
formation habits and church growth?
Research question #4: What other factors, if any, may account for church growth?
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DeHnitions
The goal of every Christian is to become more like Christ. Spiritual formation is
that life-long process, that journey, of becoming more like Christ. Just as a baby is bom
and grows physically, so we are bom again and grow spiritually. Spiritual formation is
the process of growing to be more like our Lord. It involves setting our minds on the
Lord and his kingdom, and not on the things of this world. It means allowing the Lord to
convict us daily of our sins, to cleanse us from our sins, and to fill us with his Holy Spirit,
so that we may bear the fmit of the spirit.
Spiritual formation habits may be defined as those disciplines which cultivate a
closer relationship with God and thus help us to become more Christ-like. For example,
reading the Bible, memorizing Scripture, prayer, meditation, quiet reflection, solitude,
being aware ofGod's presence through the day, worshiping God, praising God, enjoying
Christian music, thanking God, celebrating Christian holidays, retreats, participating in
small groups. Christian fellowship, joumaling, fasting, tithing, helping the less fortunate,
giving, visiting, service and self denial can all contribute to spiritual formation. These
habits are not legalistic, but means of God's grace.
Thomas a Kempis noted, "To walk inwardly with God, and not to be held by any
outer affections, is the state of a spiritual man" (The Imitation ofChrist).
Caussade says, "The essence of spirituality is contained in this phrase: 'complete
and utter abandonment to the will ofGod'" (Abandonment to Divine Providence 73).
Susan Muto says, "... being rooted in the Holy is basic to spiritual formation"
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(Pathways of Spiritual LivingV
For the purposes of this study, church growth may be defined as numerical
growth in a church, in order that growth may be quantified. This study examines Sunday
school attendance, Sunday morning worship attendance, and total church membership in
the churches of elders and in the WV Annual Conference. While numeric growth may
not necessarily equate with spiritual growth, it does indicate progress in fulfilling Jesus'
great commission to "go, make disciples," thus indicating growth numerically and
spiritually. The early church in Acts grew in numbers with preachers and leaders who
majored in spiritual formation.
Of course, not all churches with spiritually formed pastors are growing churches.
Other factors can be inyolyed, such as spiritual bondage, anti-growth sentiments from
within the church, denominational problems, failed programs, lack of leadership, lack of
skill, and declining neighborhoods, to name a few. Spiritual grovsth was also measured
by looking at where pastors are in their personal relationship with the Lord.
Methodology
This is a correlational study in a descriptive mode. The study correlates spiritual
formation habits and church growth among West Virginia U.M. elders. Data were
gathered through a researcher-designed questionnaire, administered on June 12, 1997, at
the executive session of the WV Annual Conference. This questionnaire, "Elder's Survey
1997," was given to all ordained United Methodist elders in attendance who serve or have
served a church or charge full time. Approximately forty elders were not available
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because they were absent that day or busy with the Board of Ordained Ministry.
Population and Sample
My population consisted of all active elders in the WV Aimual Conference
appointed to serve full time in a local church (N=221). Question number four on the
survey asked, "What year were you ordained an elder?" This helped eliminate anyone
who was not an elder.
Variables
Variables are of three major types: first, independent variables (IV), which include
spiritual formation habits of elders; second, dependent variables (DV), which deal with
church growth issues; third, intervening variables, which relate to demographics. More
on variables appears at the end ofChapter 2.
Instrumentation
The researcher-designed, self-administered questionnaire was distributed with a
cover letter. The goal was to explore spiritual formation among elders and church growth
(or lack of church growth) in West Virginia. The questionnaire was developed based on
the four research questions (found earlier in this chapter). There were thirty-six questions
on four pages (two pages front and back). This questionnaire utilized the nominal scale,
ordinal scale, and interval scale, but not the ratio scale.
The instrument was pre-tested on eighteen elders from the northeast jurisdiction
of the United Methodist church. The survey was mailed to them on April 19, 1997.
Included was a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Twelve elders returned the survey.
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Their remarks were helpful and led to some changes in the instrument.
Validity and reliability reports were measured according to standard measuring
criteria. Reliability coefficients were measured according to Cronbach's Alpha scale.
Data were measured using the computer software program SPSS (Statistical
Package for Social Sciences), and were analyzed by: reliability analysis, means, medians,
correlation coefficients. Data were also tabulated by hand.
Data Collection
The four-page researcher designed questionnaire was first sent to Bishop Ives for
his feedback and permission. He approved ofplans to pass out the survey at the
executive session of the WV Annual Conference at Chapel Hill United Methodist Church
in Buckhannon, WV on Thursday, June 12, 1997. The survey was anonymous.
Delimitation and Generalizability
This study included only active elders in the WV Annual Conference who were
serving in full-time pastoral ministry. There are currently 221 elders serving in fiill-time
pastoral ministry in the WV Annual Conference, plus nine elders serving as District
Superintendents.
Selected spiritual formation habits and church growth factors were examined.
Findings are generalizable to U.M. elders in the WV Annual Conference, with
implication for other United Methodist conferences. It is hoped this study will provide
valuable insights for other United Methodists.
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Overview of Study
The literature review in Chapter 2 will review the correlation between spiritual
formation and church growth as described by leading educators, writers, thinkers,
theologians, pastors. After reviewing the research problem, Chapter 2 examines the
spiritual disciplines of knowing God, contemplation and simplicity, prayer, humility and
holiness, knowing your people, knowing yourself, spiritual disciplines from the
Wesleyan perspective, spiritual formation and church growth, and research design
methods.
Chapter 3 provides a detailed outline of design and scope of the research project
by looking at the research and operational questions, hypothesis, population sample and
boundaries, and identification of instrumentation.
Chapter 4 summarizes the findings from the questionnaires: general
characteristics, spiritual formation habits ofUnited Methodist elders in West Virginia;
present growth/decline patterns in West Virginia U.M. churches; the relationship
between pastoral spiritual formation habits and church growth in West Virginia; other
factors that may account for church growth/decline.
Chapter 5 contains major findings in light of the theological foundations and
literature review, implications, possible contributions of the thesis to research
methodology, relation of results to previously published studies, limitations, unexpected
conclusions, and practical applications of the findings.
Appendixes and works cited are in the back.
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CHAPTER 2
Precedents in the Literature
The primary research problem is the failure of ordained U. M. elders and others in
the West Virginia Annual Conference to stimulate church growth. During the past ten
years, from 1 987-- 1996 inclusive, the WV Annual Conference has lost 24,478 church
members. We have declined from 146,398 members in 1987 to 121,920 members in
1996, an average loss of 2,447 members per year (Lowther, West Virginia Annual
Conference Journal 1988. Statistical Summary 1997-04). These figures reflect a
national decline of roughly one million U. M. church members over the last ten years.
In addition to the loss ofmembers, the WV Annual Conference has also decreased
in Sunday morning worship attendance in the last ten years, from 68,009 in 1987 (459) to
58,274 in 1996 (s-3). Likewise Sunday school attendance has dropped from 50,778 in
1987 (459) to 38,457 in 1996 (s-3).
A chart on "Mainline Membership Decline" on page 1 7 of Christianity Today.
Aug. 11, 1997, Vol. 41, No. 9, shows the United Methodist denomination lost 22.4
percent of its membership in the U.S.A. from 1965-1994. Other mainline denominations
showed similar losses for the same period: Episcopal Church and United Church of Christ
both lost 27 percent; Christian Church (Disciples ofChrist) lost 5 1 percent.
Interestingly, evangelical denominations gained members during the same period.
Assemblies of God gained 306 percent; Church of God (Cleveland, TN.) gained 252
percent, and Church ofGod in Christ gained 1232 percent. Another evangelical
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denomination that has gained is the Christian and Missionary Alliance, currently with
about two million members world-wide (Hanson 225). Founded by A.B. Simpson (1843-
1919), the CMA is founded on spiritual formation principles; Jesus is seen as "Savior,
Sanctifier, Healer and Coming Lord" (225). Simpson refers to this as the "four-fold
gospel" (225). Clearly, spiritual formation and church growth are closely connected in
the CMA.
Ordained elders are seminary trained, entrusted to grow God's churches, and
should be leading the way towards stimulating church growth. My hypothesis is that
spiritually formed elders are more likely to lead congregations that are growing in
numbers. Unfortunately, pastors are so busy doing visitation, preparing sermons and
Bible studies, conducting weddings and funerals, doing counseling, administrative work,
district and conference work, community work, and attending meetings, they sometimes
fail to cultivate a close, personal relationship with the Lord. Put another way, pastors are
so busy doing ministry, they often fail to spend time being in spiritual formation.
Ministers are often like the little boy who was so busy mopping the kitchen floor, he did
not have time to turn off the spigot. I believe that sound pastoral spiritual formation and
church growth should be closely connected, as shown in the theological foundations of
Chapter I .
The Spiritual Discipline ofKnowing God
In An Ail-Round Ministry, C. H. Spurgeon warns pastors not to get into a lifeless,
powerless routine: "There are ministers whose sermons, and whose whole services, are so
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much a matter of routine, and so utterly lifeless, that ifpower from on high were to come
upon them, it would altogether bewilder them" (3 1 5). Spurgeon preached to 5,000
people every Sunday. He knew the power of church growth came from the power of the
Holy Spirit: "We need to feel it [God's power] within ourselves when we are receiving
our message. In order to have power in public, we must receive power in private" (329).
He adds, "... if you speak without a fresh anointing from the Holy One, your ministry
will come to nothing" (329).
A. W. Tozer's The Knowledge of the Holy examines the many attributes ofGod,
such as his self-existence, self-sufficiency, eternity, immutability, omniscience,
omnipotence, goodness, justice, mercy, love, holiness, and more. Tozer served as a
pastor in West Virginia and speaks effectively to other pastors. He helps pastors practice
the spiritual discipline of knowing God on a deeper level, which is foundational to being
a servant for the Lord.
Glenn Hinson of the Baptist Theological Seminary in Richmond, VA., is well
known in spiritual formation. His book, A Serious Call to a Contemplative Lifestyle.
calls pastors and others to make spiritual formation a way of life. His three main points
of communion, communication and conversation help us to see that our relationship with
God is not just a compartment of life; it is life itself Hinson is well acquainted with the
history of spiritual formation, and thus gives a deeper dimension to his work.
Eugene Peterson's The Contemplative Pastor offers personal vignettes on the art
ofpastoral ministry and knowing God.
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The assumption of spirituality is that always God is doing something
before I know it. So the task is not to get God to do something I think
needs to be done, but to become aware ofwhat God is doing so that I can
respond to it and participate and take delight in it. (4)
Peterson's section on sabbatical is practical, tested, helpful, and viable for any
pastor who seeks to know God on a deeper level (see also Job, A Guide to Retreat).
Having served several years as a pastor himself, Peterson carries credibility with pastors.
Susan Muto and Adrian van Kaam have structured Divine Guidance on Jesus'
beatitudes. This book helps pastors to become less self-centered and more God-centered.
It also helps pastors deal with issues like unresolved guilt, anger, lack of trust, and others.
A growing church must begin with a growing pastor. Muto and van Kaam fill this need.
Practicing the Praver ofPresence is another work by Muto and van Kaam which
can speak to overworked pastors. They encourage readers to live in God's presence, and
allow his presence to govern their day-to-day lives.
Muto offers an excellent annotated bibliography of spiritual works in A Practical
Guide to Spiritual Reading (1994). Included is a sketch of the history of spiritual
formation vsriters from the fathers onward, as well as three reading programs. Other
helpful spiritual bibliographies are found in Collins' Soul Care (1995), with a helpful list
of devotional classics on pages 155-156, and Peterson's Take and Read (1996). He
offers an up-to-date annotated list of spiritual reading.
Muto's Blessings That Make Us Be helps busy pastors center on Z^emg rather
than doing, and provides rich preaching material. Pathways of Spiritual Living is yet
another book in which Muto helps pastors and others to get back to the basics: silence.
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humility, formative reading, meditation, joumaling, prayer, living in union with God,
serving God and God's people.
Another work well suited to answer problems of spiritual formation among
ministers is Spirituality for Ministry by Urban Holmes. Though it is now fifteen years
old, this book still applies to today's ministers. Especially revealing was Chapter 3, "The
Sins of the Clergy." Holmes lists these sins: "The lust for power;" "Insulation and
evasion;" "The conftision ofmeans and ends;" "The fear of failure;" and, "Extramarital
genital relationships." Moral failure comes from not knowing God. And when it happens,
a growing church can become a depressed, declining church almost ovemight. Moral
failure among ministers is on the rise, and West Virginia United Methodists elders are not
exempt.
Says Holmes: "The inner life of the ordained person has become empty."
Ministers are too busy doing ministry; the inner life goes unattended. He adds, "What
gets the pastor into the problem [of pastoral bumout] is the temptation to evade his or her
own spiritual emptiness by becoming as busy as possible."
In Pastoral Spirituality, Ben Campbell Johnson identifies several types of
spirituality. He lists sacramental, activist, academic, ascetic, eastem, evangelical, and
charismatic (69). Johnson does an excellent job of critiquing all of them and helps
ministers see the strengths and weaknesses of their own type of spirituality.
J. I. Packer gives an historical Puritan perspective in A Quest for Godliness.
The concem which was really supreme in the minds and hearts of the
people called Puritans was a concem about God-a concern to know him
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truly, and serve him rightly, and so to glorify him and to enjoy him.
Nothing . . . was more important for any man than that his conscience
should be enlightened, instructed, purged, and kept clean. (107)
Those words are good advice for modem-day pastors trying to grow spiritually
and grow in numbers as well.
Robert Russell, another growth-oriented minister serving Southeast Christian
Church, Louisville, KY., wams pastors of "Marthaplexy," a disease ofmisplaced
priorities. In_"The Price You Pay In A Growing Church" Russell says.
People ask, "Would you come speak to my group?" Or "Would you play
golfwith us?" Or "Would you eat out with us?" Or "I need counsel ... ."
When I comply too often with such requests, it becomes harder for me to
seek first the kingdom, to sit at Jesus' feet. I rationalize, "God will
understand; after all, I'm doing his work," but my logic falls short.
Though not a work of theology, Stephen Covey's The Seven Habits ofHighly
Effective People helps pastors and others to determine what is most important in their
lives, and to organize their lives around it. For example, the second habit ofhighly
effective people according to Covey is "Begin with the end in mind." Covey challenges
the reader to imagine his/her ovm ftmeral. He asks, "What would you like each of these
speakers to say about you and your life" (97)? By doing this the reader must think more
deeply about his/her own values. Busy pastors could benefit from this exercise.
In "Tour ofDuty," David Goetz quotes pastor Weber who wrote these words after
taking a sabbatical:
Having evaluated these last twenty-five years ofministry, I want to live
intentionally! Pro-active. Not re-active. I want to live in the spirit of
First Timothy 4: 7ff, "... do not neglect the gift that is in you ... pay
close attention to yourself and to your teaching . . . guard what has been
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entrusted to you.
Too often pastors become so busy helping others, they fail to help themselves.
Gordon makes this offering to busy pastors in an article titled "A Driven Pastor's Pursuit
ofGod:" '"Be still, and know that I am God,' (Psalm 46: 10) is a verse that shapes my
time with God as much as any other. Such stillness energizes me. Along with joumaling,
my greatest sense of closeness to God comes when sitting in silence before him until I
feel his presence."
In David Goetz' article entitled, "How Pastors Practice the Presence, " Leadership
reports the results of a survey in which 749 ministers were randomly selected. Some 58
percent responded (28-35). The topics include "Ways God Communicates to Pastors,"
"Recent Spiritual Experiences ofPastors," "The Spiritual Practices ofPastors," "Where
Pastors Go for Spiritual Help," "Top Five Obstacles to Spiritual Growth."
A significant 88 percent of the pastors said God communicates with them through
the Bible at least once a week; 5 1 percent said they had "... experienced a mystical,
indescribable experience with God at least once in their lifetime" (29). Of the daily
disciplines practiced, 83 percent pray daily; 66 percent read Scripture daily; 35 percent do
devotional reading daily.
Where do these pastors go for spiritual help? Two-thirds~68 percent-go to a
fi-iend; 53 percent go to their small group; 43 percent tmst a pastor. This question reflects
the percentage of those indicating each item. Obstacles to spiritual growth were busyness,
lack of discipline, intermptions, sin, and anger.
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The Spiritual Disciplines of Contemplation and Simplicity
Soren Kierkegaard has words ofwisdom for the pastor who is too busy. In Purity
ofHeart is to Will One Thing, he says, "Above all, the one, who in truth wills the Good
must not be 'busy.' In quiet patience he must leave it to the Good itself, what reward he
shall have, and what he shall accomplish" (146). My hypothesis is that too many pastors
are drowning in busy work, leaving little time for spiritual development.
Eugene Peterson is a pastor who has emerged as a great help to ministers
struggling with spiritual formation issues. He served as pastor of Christ Our King
Presbyterian Church in Bel Air, Maryland for twenty-nine years. His track record of
teaching spiritual formation and church growth to ministers is well knovm.
In an article, "Spiritual-health-care Reform" Peterson reminds the would-be
workaholic pastor,
Ifpastors become accomplices in treating every child as a problem to be
figured out, every spouse as a problem to be dealt with, every clash of
wills in choir or committee as a problem to be adjudicated, we abdicate
our most important work, which is directing worship in the traffic,
discovering the presence of the Cross in the paradoxes and chaos between
Sundays, calling attention to the "Splendor in the ordinary," and, most of
all, teaching a life of prayer to our friends and companions in the
pilgrimage.
A somewhat unique style of spiritual formation might be found in the anonymous
English work, The Cloud ofUnknowing. The author reminds the workaholic pastor that
contemplatives have always been misunderstood: "Just as Martha complained about her
sister Mary, in the same way, even to this day, all actives complain about contemplatives"
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(158). Ministers who are enslaved to their DayTimers and too busy to spend quality time
with the Lord may win short-lived praises from some members but will be in danger of
burning out over the longer run.
Jean de Caussade' s Abandonment to Divine Providence shows the power of
surrendering to God: "Be quite sure that whatever happens to your spiritual life or to your
activities in the world is always for the best. Let God act, and abandon yourself to him.
Let us work together with the will of God by a steady and simple submission ..." (82).
Spiritually developed pastors accept life's circumstances and allow God to be God.
Some 600 years ago Catherine of Siena penned The Dialogue, a work concerned
with finding the truth. In this classic Catherine dialogues with God, with Christ serving
as bridge. Today's complex America pales by comparison with the simple life of the
1300's in Italy. This work provides a healthy reality check for today's busy pastor.
The Spiritual Discipline ofPrayer
If the ultimate goal of every soul is union with God, then Brother Lawrence's, The
Practice of the Presence of God is especially well suited for ministers. Brother Lawrence
helps busy pastors to slow dovm and begin to live out Paul's admonition, "... pray
constantly." Prayer is not merely something we do. Prayer is who we are. Lawrence
helps us to put God back in the center of everything we do and everything we are. The
goals of total trust and total abandonment to God's will still apply to pastors today.
In The Living Reminder, noted author Henri Nouwen challenges ministers to
"
. . . develop an ever grovsdng intimacy with God in prayer and to make that the source of
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their entire ministry." This was the genius of Jesus' method. And as Jesus mentored
intimacy with the Father in prayer, he also laid the foundation for church growth, as seen
in Acts. Indeed, prayer and intimacy with the Father are key components of church
growth in Acts.
In section three ofDisciplines for the Inner Life, Bob and Mike Benson offer
excellent reading on the Lord's Prayer and the Jesus Prayer. The prayer motif is woven
throughout this devotional work. The fifty-two chapters make it perfect for going through
it in a year, a good game plan for pastors who desire to grow in prayer.
Peter Wagner places a strong emphasis on prayer, calling it the "principle
precondition" of seeing God move in a church (The Healthv Church 159). He stresses the
need for individuals, families, and the congregation to pray. Wagner cites George Bama's
study of churches that have begun to grow, and highlights Bama's strong suggestion of
helping every member of the church pray more. But ultimately prayer must be modeled
by the pastor: "The prayer ministry of a local church will rise or fall on the personal
modeling of prayer in the life and activities of the senior pastor" (160). Wagner adds, " . .
. the water level ofprayer, so to speak, will tend to rise as high as the pastor allows it to
rise, and no higher" (160).
The late missionary and author J. Oswald Sanders wrote, "The spiritual leader
should outpace the rest of the church, above all, in prayer. And yet the most advanced
leader is conscious of the possibility of endless development in his prayer life" (Spiritual
Leadership 85).
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Mother Teresa connects prayer with silence: "I always begin my prayer in silence,
for it is in the silence of the heart that God speaks. God is the friend of silence ..."
(Vardey 7).
The Spiritual Disciplines ofHumility and Holiness
The Imitation ofChrist by Thomas a Kempis provides spiritual food in bite-sized
pieces. John Wesley was influenced by this work. The author places a strong emphasis
on humility, good nourishment for every minister who shepherds a flock. History is full
of examples of proud pastors who achieved church growth but ended up in moral failure.
Humility guards against this, and gives pastors a pliable spirit needed for shepherding a
flock.
Another classic in bite-sized pieces is The Jov ofFull Surrender by Caussade.
The revised translation is divided into five books, each containing several two-to-three
page chapters. The emphasis is on continually accepting the will ofGod. If a pastor is to
be spiritually formed and serve a growing church, he/she must know God's will and be
submissive to God's will. If numerical church growth is God's divine will for his church,
as Jesus' great commission and the book ofActs would indicate, then certainly it would
be imperative for growth-oriented pastors to know and submit to God's will in their
everyday lives. "Let God act, and let us do what He requires of us�this is the Gospel;
this is the whole of Scripture; this is the law for everyone" (132).
Bernard ofClairvaux�Selected Works offers readable translations of his
treatises, sermons, and letters. Bernard speaks more directly to pastors than many
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spiritual writers. Included in Selected Works are several of his sermons on Song of
Songs. His sermon, "On Conversion," blends spiritual formation and church growth.
Indeed, when he preached this sermon in Paris in 1 140, more than twenty souls were won
to Christ. Modem-day pastors oriented towards church growth would do well to read this
sermon carefully.
William Law's influence on John Wesley is well known. In A Serious Call To A
Devout And Holv Life. Law helps pastors nurture the spiritual discipline of holiness:
Nourish your soul with good works, give it peace in solitude, get it
strength in prayer, make it wise with reading, enlighten it by meditation,
make it tender with love, sweeten it with psalms and hymns, and comfort
it with frequent reflections upon future glory. Keep your soul in the
presence ofGod, and teach it to imitate those guardian angels which,
though they attend on human affairs and the lowest ofmankind, yet
"always behold the face of your Father which is in heaven." (38)
The Seven Storey Mountain by Trappist monk Thomas Merton is an
autobiographical work. In it Merton challenges his readers to become saints: "What
happens when a man loses himself completely in the Divine Life within him? This
perfection is only for those who are called saints�for those rather who are the saints and
who live in the light of God alone" (170). The Greek word for saint traces its roots back
to the word holy.
Andrew Murray's Abide In Christ has long been a standard in spiritual formation
for ministers and others. The book is divided into thirty-one units, making it easy to
finish in one month. He makes this offering on holiness:
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The Holy Spirit is the Comforter, not only because He can suggest
comforting thoughts ofGod's love, but far more, because He makes us
holy, and brings us into close union with Christ and with God. He teaches
us to abide in Christ; and because God is found there, the truest comfort
will come there too. (Ill)
Pastors who are in close union with God are pastors who are yielded to the Lord.
Murray reminds us, "If Jesus Christ is really to work through us, it needs an entire
consecration of ourselves to Him, daily renewed" (118). So often pastors get caught up
in the busyness ofministry, and forget about daily rededication to God.
R. J. Neuhaus in Freedom For Ministry refers to pastoral ministry as "... a
vocation to holiness" (210). Neuhaus echos Paul's high view of pastoral ministry as a
"divine office" (Colossians 1 : 25). This provides perspective for pastors who are so busy
doing ministry, they forget to take time to be in God's presence.
Asbury College President David Gyertson wrote a poignant article in the July-
August, 1997 Good News, "Whatever Happened to Holiness?" Along with laying a
sound theological foundation on holiness, Gyertson gently but convincingly addresses the
lack of holiness in churches today. He says holiness is best demonstrated through our
everyday relationships with others. Forgiveness, humility, and "... the daily
demonstration of the fruit of the Spirit anchored to perfect love," (13) are vitally
important to holiness.
Gyertson observes about today's church, "I hear back biting, gossiping,
complaining, and even at times, slander. How can we, who profess to drink so deeply of
the sweet waters of holiness, be spewing forth such polluted rivers" (13)? Lack of
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holiness and spiritual formation can hinder church growth by causing divisions within the
church.
The Spiritual Discipline ofKnowing Your People
A valuable work which introduces us to the essential writings ofMerton is
Lawrence Cunningham's Thomas Merton: Spiritual Master. It contains The Seven Storey
Mountain as well as journal excerpts, the role of spirituality in today's world, reflections
on Eastem religions. This is relevant to the issues pastors and lay persons are facing
today. Pastors striving to grow churches would do well to know the broad context of the
culture in which they serve and this book helps them to do that.
The Spiritual Discipline ofKnowing Yourself
Reg Johnson connects spiritual formation with the Myers-Briggs personality test
in Your Personality and the Spiritual Life. This area is obviously one of the loves of his
life. In this book Johnson helps busy pastors to grow by taking a look at themselves.
Johnson explains the Myers-Briggs categories as they relate to spiritual formation. He
helps us to examine ourselves and love ourselves.
Spiritual Wholeness for Clergy by Donald Hands and Wayne Fehr stresses the
need for clergy to know themselves:
What is cmcial, in this connection, is that clergy have someone (or some
group) with whom they can speak candidly about their own spiritual
condition and needs. To be emotionally isolated and utterly private makes
it all too easy to stay a stranger to one's actual state. Neglecting one's own
spiritual condition and needs is, of course, one significant aspect of the
general self-neglect that characterizes so many busy and successful
clergy. (58)
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In a 1993 Leadership survey (Goetz, 28-35), 83 percent of the pastors surveyed
indicated they had taken a test to measure their personality, and of those, 89 percent said
the test was "very helpful" or "somewhat helpful."
In "Conducting a Spiritual Audit," Fred Smith lists twelve questions for those
who seek to grow spiritually:
1 . Am I content with who I am becoming?
2. Am I becoming less religious and more spiritual?
3. Does my family recognize the authenticity ofmy spirituality?
4. Do I have a flow-through philosophy?
5. Do I have a quiet center to my life?
6. Have I defined my unique ministry?
7. Is my prayer life improving?
8. Have I maintained a genuine awe ofGod?
9. Is my humility genuine?
10. Is my "spiritual feeding" the right diet for me?
1 1 . Is obedience in small matters built into my reflexes?
12. Do I have joy?
In putting together this spiritual audit. Smith notes, "The difference between
religion and spirituality is basically a matter of control. I define religion as an experience
I can control, while spirituality is an experience that controls me" (Ibid).
In that same edition of Leadership (Winter, 1998) Gordon MacDonald has written
a helpful article for pastors, "The Pastor's Soul: Monday Morning Restoration." In it he
describes his daily spiritual routine: "... my daily intention speaks of cheerful and
reverent communion with the Father, cooperation and devotion in community with those I
love, and pastoral and humble commitment to service in Christ's kingdom" (30).
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Spiritual Disciplines From the Wesleyan Perspective
In his providence, God used John Wesley to begin a great movement of church
growth through spiritually formed pastors, teachers, leaders, and lay people of all kinds.
Millions of Methodists worldwide testify to this phenomenal church growth movement
which owes its success to the Lord working through Spirit-led, spiritually formed
leadership in the Wesleyan Methodist tradition.
In Weslev's Fiftv-Two Standard Sermons. John Wesley preaches "The Means of
Grace" (Sermon XVI). He begins by searching for ordinances, or chaimels of God's
grace. In this landmark sermon Wesley identifies three means of grace: (1) prayer, (2)
Scriptures, and (3) the Lord's Supper. Wesley encourages people to exercise these means
of grace. He preached, "Remember also, to use all means, as means; as ordained, not for
their own sake, but in order to the renewal ofyour soul in righteousness and true
holiness" (161).
John Weslev's Theologv Todav elaborates on Wesley's means of grace. Colin
Williams lists five means of grace: (1) prayer, (2) Scriptures, (3) the Lord's Supper,
(4) fasting, and (5) small groups. These five channels of grace are identified as instituted
means of grace "... specifically instituted by Christ."
Prayer involves not only talking to God, but listening to God and waiting on God
as well. Williams observes John Wesley quoted the Lord's challenge for us to "ask, seek,
knock." Wesley quotes several pertinent Bible passages, including Luke 11: 13, Luke
18: 1-5, James 4: 2.
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Under the heading of prayer Williams lists deprecation, petition, intercession, and
thanksgiving. He stresses Wesley's emphasis on private, family, and public prayer.
Scriptures involve "... the general term of searching the Scriptures, both
hearing, reading, and meditating" (Sermons 156) and (Plain Account 36).
According to Williams, scripture becomes a channel of God's grace as we read it
and apply it on a regular basis.
The Lord's Supper in also a vital channel of God's grace, a means by which God
gives us spiritual growth and renewal. Wesley quotes the gospel account of the Last
Supper and I Corinthians 1 1: 23, and I Corinthians 10: 16.
Williams quotes Wesley that we should attend the Lord's Supper "at every
opportunity." Wesley encouraged people to celebrate communion once a week, which
seems to have been forgotten in modem Methodism.
Fasting is vital to spiritual formation because it can "... wean the soul from its
natural attachment to earthly things and to keep before us our spiritual destiny" (134).
Wesley believed in preachers fasting on Fridays. Massey and Foster also offer excellent
chapters on fasting.
Small groups, referred to as "Christian Conference" by Williams (135), are
evidenced by Wesley's organization of societies, bands, specialized bands, and classes.
Williams says, "... Wesley saw the organization of his societies as an expression of
one of the essential means of grace, as a vital element for the growth of the Christian life
through which believers bear one another's burdens and so fulfill the law ofChrist"
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(135).
In Modem Christian Spirituality discipline is cited as " . . . the overarching
concept Wesley used to characterize the requirements of the spiritual path his people were
to follow ..." (172). The author follows with a discussion ofWesley's means of grace,
which he places within the "Anglican spiritual tradition" (172).
Wesley's means of grace fall into two categories: instituted and pmdential.
Instituted means of grace include prayer, reading the Bible, Lord's Supper, along with
fasting and fellowship. Pmdential means of grace are self denial, taking up our cross,
and being aware of God's presence.
In John Wesley, edited by Albert Outler, the author sees the Lord's Supper as
"... the paradigm of all 'the means of grace'�the chief actual means of actual grace
and, as such, literally indispensable in the Christian life" (333). Communion is a key
means of grace. Clearly Wesley's means of grace led to greater spiritual formation
among early Methodist pastors and lay persons. And we know from history that God
used these pastors and lay persons to begin the Methodist church world-wide. Wesley's
marriage of keen mind and warm heart sparked an awesome movement of church growth
deeply rooted in pastoral spiritual formation.
In his discussion about early spiritual formation practices among British
Methodists, Hanson credits these practices with stimulating great church growth: "Seeds
were planted; though it took some time, fruit eventually appeared in the larger Wesleyan
revival" (170).
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Theologian Thomas Oden stands on the cutting edge ofpastoral ministry. In
Pastoral Theology he helps pastors build an understanding of pastoral ministry based on
sound theological principles. Perhaps Oden's greatest contribution is the thorough
historical perspective of this book. Oden remains contemporary, but without ignoring our
rich heritage. "... we face a choice: either to deprive ourselves of the benefit of the
reflection of those who have gone before us or to learn to listen, pray, and think out of the
rich matrix of this historical experience" (225).
Regarding the relationship between pastoral ministry and spiritual formation,
Oden asks early in the book, "If I am strongly resistant to this sort of inward soul-
searching, should I launch out on the risky business of guiding the soul-search of others"
(Pastoral Theologv 1 9)? Ifpastors are to lead others in spiritual development, they must
first be spiritually developed themselves. Oden draws an important principle from
2 Timothy 2:2: "Those who are taught ofGod should be able to teach others." To be
taught ofGod is at the heart of spiritual formation.
Chapter 15, "A Theodicy for Pastoral Practice," is also helpful for the spiritually
growing pastor who aspires to serve a growing church. Oden is United Methodist and his
work is especially relevant for my research on United Methodist elders in West Virginia,
and the connection between spiritual formation and church growth.
David Smith, who wrote chapter fourteen, "Ecclesiology: The Church, God's
Redeemed People," in A Contemporarv Weslevan Theologv. wisely cautions, "Grace is
not receivedfrom but through the means of grace
"
(617) The means of grace are a
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gift fi-om God. They are not utiUtarian. They are not a tool to be used for growing
churches. Rather they invite people to a closer walk with the Lord. As this occurs,
growing Christians begin to tell others about the love ofGod. The key concept is grace.
Steve Harper says, "... the heart ofWesley's life and ministry was his all-
encompassing commitment to the devotional life" (Devotional Life in the Weslevan
Tradition). Harper gives a distinctly Wesleyan emphasis to pastoral spiritual formation.
Schaller offers a number of excellent works related to church growth. Among
them is Assimilating New Members. In chapter three, "Twelve Ways to Keep People
fi-om Joining [the church]," the first way is "Don't invite them." Schaller calls this "one
of the most widely used techniques to keep people fi*om joining the church" (52).
Obviously he is right, and this age-old technique of not inviting others runs against the
grain of smart spiritual formation. Because Jesus invited others, "Follow me," we as
Christians must continually invite others as well. Andrew brought people to Jesus. A
spiritual formation that does not invite others is of little value.
Another prominent United Methodist pastor and leader is Maxie Dunnam. Alive
in Christ focuses on the indwelling Christ. Says Dunnam: "... the indwelling Christ is
to become the shaping power of our lives. This is the dynamic of our spiritual formation"
(25).
Dunnam is an excellent example of a United Methodist elder who has combined
strong spiritual formation with church growth. A growing church requires a growing
pastor who is in touch with God's will: "The more vivid my awareness of this presence,
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the more clearly I miderstand the nature and character of this presence, the more
confidently can I experience guidance, and the more certain I can be that my life is being
aligned with God's will" (86). No wonder Dunnam's church experienced growth.
Robert Mulholland is another well known United Methodist with a heart for
spiritual formation. In Invitation to a Journey. Mulholland helps us to slow down.
Spiritual formation does not happen overnight. It is a joumey. It takes a lifetime to make
a Christian:
When spirituality is viewed as a joumey ... the way to spiritual wholeness
is seen to lie in an increasingly faithful response to the One whose
purpose shapes our path, whose grace redeems our detours, whose power
liberates us from crippling bondages of the prior joumey and whose
transforming presence meets us at each tum in the road. In other words,
holistic spirituality is a pilgrimage of deepening responsiveness to God's
control of our life and being. (12)
Spiritual Formation and Church Growth
Donald McGavran sees a clear connection between pastoral spiritual formation
and church growth. Writing in How to Grow a Church, he says.
All of this discussion of church growth will do little good, unless and
until, some of the individuals who are discussing the growth of the church
will say "I'm going to do something about this." Ideas must be clothed in
flesh. A wonderful way to begin is prayer. If in any congregation a group
were to pray and continue steadfastly in prayer that the church would
grow, their church would grow. (McGavran and Am 14)
In the landmark text Understanding Church Growth. McGavran identifies three
factors of church growth/nongrowth: (1) contextual factors (culture, environment), (2)
institutional factors (denomination), and (3) spiritual. For McGavran the spiritual is
paramount: "The Holy Spirit is sovereign, and he is not subject to contextual or
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institutional factors" (19). He adds, "... it is up to those Christian leaders who want to
be effective in growth to have an ear to hear what the Spirit is saying to the churches"
(19).
Church growth expert William Easum offers The Complete Ministry Audit, a
comprehensive workbook designed to analyze a church. Though strongly oriented
towards church growth, Easum gives a spiritual basis for growth: "The Basic Law of
Congregational Life is that churches are healthiest when they reach out to others.
Churches grow because they are intentionally concerned about the needs of others.
Churches die because they concentrate primarily on their internal needs" (14). Surely
spiritual formation leaders and church growth experts could agree on that.
Pastor Gordon MacDonald offers solid, practical help in a landmark text on
spiritual formation. Ordering Your Private World. Written in 1985 for Christians in
general, the book offers five key principles of spiritual formation. They are motivation,
use of time, wisdom and knowledge, spiritual strength, and restoration.
MacDonald stresses the need to discipline our minds: "The mind must be trained
to think, to analyze, to innovate. People fully organized in their private worlds work at
being thinkers" (92). Under MacDonald' s pastoral leadership, Grace Chapel in
Lexington, Massachusetts, became the largest congregation in New England. His
ministry serves as an excellent example of pastoral spiritual formation combining with
church growth.
The Purpose Driven Church by Rick Warren has sold 175,000 copies since being
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introduced in 1995. Warren links spiritual formation and church growth by helping us to
see the broad picture. We must begin with a sense ofmission, a real sense ofwhat God is
calling his church to be. From that mission emerges sustained growth, both spiritual and
numerical. This ranks as one of the five best books I have ever read. Warren practices
what he preaches: Saddleback Church has grown to over 10,000 in worship over the last
fifteen years. They have also planted twenty-six new churches.
In Dimensions of Church Growth. Richard Taylor includes much helpftil
information on spiritual formation, thus wedding church growth and spiritual formation.
The pastor's tools in helping people grow spiritually, according to Taylor, are "quiet
example, conversation, study groups, devotional books, and clear teaching and preaching
ofGod's sanctifying grace as the central catalyst in the spiritual formation process."
Thom Rainer's The Book ofChurch Growth looks at church growth from three
perspectives: (1) history of church growth, (2) theology of church growth, and (3)
principles of church growth. This work offers a balanced, holistic look at church growth.
The July, August, September 1995 edition of Strategies for Today's Leader
provides a wealth of information on the relationship between church growth and
spiritually formed pastors. In an article, "Empower a Culture of Service," Gary Mcintosh
helps Christians to see that we must serve each other if real, sustained church growth is
going to take place (1-2).
Another excellent article, "Spiritual Discipline and Finishing Well," by Donald
Dunavant, calls pastors to purity: "Perhaps there is no more critical issue today in
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spiritual development for long-term effective leadership than that ofmoral purity" (10).
Dunavant lists four areas of pastoral purity: personal purity, relational purity, marital
purity, and modeling purity.
From this same journal comes an outstanding article from Steve Harper, "Keeping
the Ministerial Train on Track (12-14). Just as trains run on two tracks, so the life of a
minister also runs on tv^o tracks: personal growth and church growth. Says Harper,
"Spiritual leaders are those who pay attention to both" (13).
Harper notes estimates of 9,000 clergy leaving ordained ministry every year. He
offers three positive suggestions for pastors:
(1) " . . . re-emphasize 'soul talk' and 'soul care' by spending more time in
personal prayer and in interpersonal sharing."
(2) "... devote ourselves to the essentials of spiritual formation," by allowing the
fruits of the Spirit to be enriched in our lives."
(3) "... emphasize the cultivation of family life," by nurturing our family
relationships."
From this same edition of Strategies for Todav' s Leader come three other helpfiil
articles. "Rx for Spiritual Bumout," by Douglas Kirme (15-17) diagnoses spiritual
bumout: "When we spend more time fighting people than fighting on our knees in prayer,
it's a sure symptom of a spiritual life in trouble" (15). Kinne's "prescription for
prevention" gives both personal and corporate exercises to prevent spiritual bumout (16).
"Spiritual Growth�Spiritual Leadership" (20-22) by Luis Bush traces the three
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keys to the phenomenal twentieth century church growth in Korea: prayer, vision, and
faith. South Korea models a beautiful marriage of spiritual formation and church growth
for all the world to see.
"Prayer and Church Growth," (39-40) by Peter Wagner is a reprint from the
Church Growth Digest (Vol. 16: 1). Wagner's guiding question is, "How can prayer be
used effectively to speed up the spread of the Gospel and the multiplication of churches
worldwide?" He sees a clear link between prayer and church multiplication.
Wagner also has words ofwisdom for churches who seem afraid to pay the price
for church growth:
Those who take seriously the commands of our Lord to "make disciples
of all nations" should be willing to pay the price and receive God's
blessing in renewed church growth. In a healthy church a passion for souls
will outweigh a passion for security. (The Healthv Church 103)
In Celebration ofDiscipline, Richard Foster breaks dovm the spiritual disciplines
into three broad categories: (1) the inward disciplines: meditation, prayer, fasting, study;
(2) the outward disciplines: simplicity, solitude, submission, service; (3) the corporate
disciplines: confession, worship, guidance, celebration. And he cautions: "By themselves
the Spiritual Disciplines can do nothing; they can only get us to the place where
something can be done. They are God's means of grace" (6).
Research Design Methods
John Creswell's Research Design helped me to understand qualitative research
and quantitative research, and guided me to the quantitative approach. This work helped
me to understand the role of the purpose statement, helped me to formulate my research
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questions, to separate independent variables from dependent variables, and to understand
how demographic information can help one see the bigger picture.
The Cartoon Guide to Statistics by Larry Gonick and Woollcott Smith helped me
to understand probabilities, variables, and other key terms I needed to know for launching
a correlational study. This helped me design my survey for elders in West Virginia.
How to Conduct Survevs. by Arlene Fink and Jacqueline Kosecoff, provided
much support for developing and analyzing my survey ofWest Virginia elders. They
stress giving good directions (which I tried to do with my cover letter and the first
paragraph of the survey); planning ahead on how the data would be used; pilot testing (I
chose eighteen elders in the northeast U.S.); utilizing one key thought per question; the
value of close-ended questions (though I ended the survey with an open-ended question);
importance of keeping the survey close to the elder's concrete experience; general order
of questions; putting more sensitive questions at the end of the survey.
In designing the instrument I was governed by these thoughts:
When writing closed-ended questions, use standard English; keep
questions concrete and close to the respondents' experience; become
aware ofwords, names, and views that might automatically bias your
results; check you own biases; do not get too personal; and use a single
thought in each question. (23)
The instrument came together as I researched other questionnaires. The 1993
Leadership survey, Ruth Rambo's survey, and class work at Asbury Seminary all helped
me in gathering ideas for the instrument. I received helpful feedback from many sources,
including the pre-test.
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In The Practice of Social Research Earl Babbie presents a sober treatment of
research. He identifies "four primary constraints on research projects: scientific,
administrative, ethical, and political" (447). His treatment of ethics is particularly
relevant. He also includes an appendix on understanding SPSS, the statistical software
package used to analyze my data. The section on SPSS proved valuable in understanding
the vast amount of data that were produced, and in weeding out the helpful data from the
less important. It helped me understand some of the key concepts of SPSS in particular,
and of correlational studies in general. It also gave me good ideas on how to present the
data in graphs, charts, and tables.
Paul Leedy' s Practical Research is perhaps the most helpful of all the research
design books that I read. Leedy provides a helpful map for anyone engaged in research.
He stresses the need to remain focused on the research problem and to make everything
else revolve around solving that problem, which really helped me to stay focused. Leedy
helped me to set parameters on my survey population. For me it made sense to survey
only ordained U.M. elders in the WV Annual Conference.
The information on correlations helped me to understand how spiritual formation
habits relate to membership growth, worship attendance growth, and Sunday school
growth. The only weak point in Practical Research was his material on "The Computer
as a Tool ofResearch" at the end of the chapters. This material tended to be outdated.
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Variables
Independent variables (IV) are selected spiritual formation habits of pastors,
including where pastors go for spiritual guidance (question sixteen), how pastors grade
their spiritual well-being (question seventeen), how pastors grade their mental/emotional
well-being (question eighteen), how pastors grade their physical well-being (question
nineteen), biggest obstacles to spiritual development (question twenty-one), small group
experience (questions twenty-two and twenty-three), possible Emmaus experience
(question twenty-four), time spent in prayer (question twenty-six), reading the Bible
(questions twenty-seven and thirty-two), joumaling (questions twenty-eight and twenty-
nine), devotional reading (question thirty) awareness of God's presence (question thirty-
one), fasting (questions thirty-three and thirty-four).
Dependent variables (DV) are: church growth, which was measured in terms of
total church membership when the pastor first arrived (question ten), total church
membership now (question eleven); Sunday moming worship attendance when the pastor
first arrived (question twelve), Sunday moming worship attendance now (question
thirteen); Sunday school attendance when the pastor first arrived (question fourteen),
Sunday school attendance now (question fifteen). Numeric growth can be linked to
spiritual growth in that numeric growth can point towards fulfillment of the spiritual goal
ofmaking disciples for Jesus Christ.
In the case of a multi-point charge (where a pastor serves two or more churches),
the total numbers for the charge were used. The one exception was question nine, which
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asked about the worship style of their [largest] church.
Intervening variables included: pastor's age (question one), gender (question
two), marital status (question three), seminary where the pastor earned a Master of
Divinity degree (question five), how well seminary prepared the pastors for pastoral
ministry (question thirty-five), years in current appointment (question seven), worship
style (question nine; ifmulti-point charge, worship style of their largest church); setting
of their church (question twenty), economic climate of the area they serve (question
twenty-five), identifying the hardest problem pastors face (question thirty-six).
Summary
The literature points toward a correlation between spiritual formation and church
growth. It also directs our attention back to Wesley's means of grace: Scripture, prayer,
and the Lord's Supper.
Clearly Wesley's means of grace led to greater spiritual formation among early
Methodist pastors and lay persons. And we know from history that God used these
people to spark a world-wide movement of church growth rooted in spiritual formation,
which continues to this day.
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CHAPTER 3
Design of the Study
The problem is the serious decline in United Methodist worship attendance,
Sunday school, and membership in the West Virginia Aimual Conference. Ordained
elders, other ministers, and lay leaders are failing to stimulate church growth. Many
pastors seem to be consumed with the busyness ofpastoral ministry, losing sight of
personal spiritual formation. Lost in a maze of cluttered schedules and deadlines,
ordained elders sometimes neglect their own spiritual formation. Thus the spiritual life of
the pastor goes underdeveloped, which can stifle church growth.
The purpose of this research is to explore the relationship between spiritual
formation of ordained West Virginia elders and growth in their churches. If a correlation
can be established between spiritually formed pastors and growing churches, then perhaps
this information can be used to help pastors grow spiritually, and help churches to grow
in numbers as well.
Research and Operational Questions and Hypothesis
The research is designed around the following research questions and concomitant
operational questions:
� Research question #1: What are the spiritual formation habits ofUnited
Methodist elders in West Virginia? This naturally leads to several other
key questions: how do WV elders rank their own spiritual, mental,
emotional and physical well-being? How frequently do WV elders
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practice the spiritual disciplines of prayer, Bible reading (for personal
growth), joumaling, devotional reading, fasting, and small group
fellowship? What are the biggest obstacles to the spiritual development of
WV elders? What do WV elders identify as the hardest problems facing
ministers? Where do WV elders go first for spiritual guidance? How
often are WV elders aware of God's presence?
� Research question #2: What are the present growth pattems in United
Methodist churches in West Virginia? These growth pattems are broken
down into three main categories: church membership, Sunday moming
worship attendance, and Sunday school attendance. Thus the following
questions were asked: what was the total church membership of each WV
elder's church when he/she first went there? What is their total church
membership today? What was the average Sunday moming worship
attendance of each WV elder's church when he/she first went there? What
is their average Sunday moming worship attendance today? What was the
average Sunday school attendance of each WV elder's church when
he/she first went there? What is their average Sunday school attendance
today?
Also relevant to this line of questioning: what are the broad, general,
overall statistics on church growth/decline in the WV Annual Conference
over the past ten years?
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� Research question #3: What is the relationship between pastoral spiritual
formation habits and church growth? This logically leads to two main
questions: first, what WV elders show evidence of strong spiritual
formation habits? And second, of these elders, what percentage pastor a
growing church?
� Research question #4: What other factors may account for church
growth? These questions are: how many years has the elder served in
their current appointment? What bearing might this have on church
growth? Where did the elder earn his/her Master ofDivinity degree?
What seminaries might we link with strong, spiritually formed pastors who
serve growing churches? What is the link, if any, between church growth
and the economic climate in WV?
My hypothesis is that WV elders who are spiritually formed are, by God's grace,
more likely to pastor growing churches. Put another way, spiritually growing pastors are
better able to work with the Lord to stimulate church growth.
Jesus' great commission for pastors to make disciples is deeply spiritual. The
phenomenal growth of the early church in Acts is founded on solid pastoral spiritual
formation. Real, sustained, lasting church growth is Jesus' command to his church. And
that can only happen when pastors are spending time nurturing a close, personal
relationship with the Lord of the church. To try and separate spiritual formation and
church growth would be like trying to separate the praying Christ from the preaching
Christ. They are the same.
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Population Sample and Boundaries
Statistics from the West Virginia Aimual Conference Ministerial Appointments,
1997. show there are 221 ordained U.M. elders serving churches full time in the U.M.
West Virginia Annual Conference. This Annual Conference incorporates all fifty-five
counties in West Virginia except the three counties in the eastem panhandle: Morgan,
Berkeley, and Jefferson. The WV Annual Conference also includes Garrett County,
Maryland.
I surveyed only elders. I did not include deacons in this survey, nor did I include
part-time local pastors, assigned supply pastors, or others. I used only those surveys of
elders who are serving or have served full-time in pastoral ministry.
Reliability was .79 on Cronbach's alpha scale.
Identification of Instrumentation
The survey I devised for this study may be found in Appendix A. For the
research I am doing-exploring the relationship between spiritual formation of ordained
WV U.M. elders and growth in their churches�I needed to devise a survey that would
yield data in four different areas:
(1) demographics: age, years in full-time ministry, the year they were ordained an
elder; the economy of the area they are serving;
(2) church growth information: church membership when they first went to their
church and church membership now; Sunday moming worship attendance when they first
went to their church and Sunday moming worship attendance now; Sunday school
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attendance when they first went to their church and Sunday school attendance now; style
ofworship in their church.
(3) spiritual formation information: where they go for spiritual guidance; ranking
their spiritual, mental/emotional, and physical well being; biggest obstacles to their
spiritual development; small group and Emmaus participation; time spent in reading the
Bible, prayer, joumaling, fasting, reading devotional materials; being aware of God's
presence; their seminary experience.
(4) general information: identifying the hardest problems pastors face.
Perhaps it could be argued that a standardized instrument might yield a more
scientific study. I seriously considered using The Spiritual Well-Being Scale. I also
looked at the Pastoral Ministry Inventory devised by J.M. Ormond Center, Durham, N.C.
as well as Rev. Bong Simon's survey. But I felt the need to devise my own survey and
tailor it to the specific needs ofmy research on spiritual formation and church growth in
West Virginia. Therefore I devised the survey around my four research questions and the
related operational questions. Of great value in formulating my survey was the survey
from Leadership, Fall 1993 (Goetz).
I pre-tested the instmment by sending it to eighteen ordained U.M. elders in the
Northeast Jurisdiction. Enclosed was a self-addressed stamped envelope and a brief
introduction. These are all people I know personally (with the exception of Dr. Seth
Asare). They represent five different states and several seminaries. Those elders are
listed in Appendix B.
From this group of eighteen I received twelve surveys back. Their constructive
comments led to some changes in my final survey. I eliminated the question, "Are you
an ordained elder?" I replaced it with the question, "What year were you ordained an
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elder?" I also added questions on gender and marital status.
Bishop S. Clifton Ives ofWest Virginia recommended elimination of the question,
"How many times a week do you work out?" He also suggested a cover letter for the
survey. I followed his advice.
The survey was given to my Congregational Reflection Group, chaired by Dr.
Charter Stinespring. The group offered helpful suggestions.
I also sent the survey to Charles Ryan, CEO of Charles Ryan and Associates, for
his critique. They are the largest public relations firm in West Virginia, and they also
have a research division, Ryan-McGinn-Samples Research. Their feedback was positive.
The final surveys were given to WV United Methodist elders on Thursday, June
12, 1997, at the executive session ofAnnual Conference, held at Chapel Hill U.M.
Church, Buckhannon, WV. Of the 221 elders in the conference, ninety-two elders
responded, a total of 41 percent. Of the available elders, 50 percent responded.
Reliability was .79 as measured by Cronbach's Alpha scale.
The "Elder's Survey 1997" generated a certain excitement among WV elders.
Many were pleased that their feelings and comments were important. They appreciated
the opportunity to be heard.
Most of the elders responded that day. Therefore the survey was primarily cross-
sectional. However, some elders turned in surveys over the course of the four days of
Aimual Conference, making it somewhat longitudinal.
The survey's cover letter explained the instrument to the elders. A brief article in
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the Annual Conference daily paper, The Daily JournaL described the project and
encouraged participation by elders. Rev. Dan Johnson was asked to remind elders from
the floor of conference about the importance of filling out the surveys, which he did.
This four-page survey was printed on two pages front and back, using blue paper.
Two blue boxes marked "Elder's Survey 1997" were placed in the vestibule of the
church where the survey was handed out, and later in the vestibule ofWesley Chapel,
where most of the Annual Conference's worship services and business sessions were
held. This made it easy for elders to complete the surveys and get them back.
It took about fifteen or twenty minutes for each elder to complete the survey,
which they did at their leisure. Fortunately the four-day Annual Conference provided a
good setting to do this type ofwork: pastors were away from their churches and could
take a few moments to reflect on spiritual formation, church growth, their own joumey in
the faith.
The completed questionnaires were received both from individuals who had just
completed them and from the boxes in the vestibule. Preliminary findings from the study
appeared in my July, 1997 column in The West Virginia UnitedMethodist, as I had
promised the elders. All surveys were anonymous.
The following Tuesday, June 17, 1997, 1 drove to Blacksburg, Va., and met with
Rev. JeffGodwin. Rev. Godwin is in his fourth year ofPh.D. studies at Virginia Tech.
He analyzed all ninety-two surveys with the computer software program SPSS. Data
were analyzed according to correlation coefficients, means, valid percentages, and
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medians. Data were also examined by identifying elders whose chm^ches are growing in
at least two or three areas: Sunday worship, Sunday school, and membership. Then the
spiritual formation habits of those pastors were examined, and compared to the spiritual
formation habits of elders who are not serving growing churches. The results are found
in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of spiritual formation on
church growth among United Methodist Elders in the West Virginia Annual Conference.
The ninety-two West Virginia United Methodist elders who participated in the study
represent 41 percent of the 221 elders in the conference. However, about forty elders
were not available, due to other commitments, sickness, etc. Therefore about 181 elders
were at Aimual Conference and thus able to participate in the survey. Of the available
elders, 50 percent responded to the survey. Statistics represent only those who
responded.
General Findings
The average age of the elders was forty-eight. Eighty-four of the subjects were
men and eight were women; eighty-nine of the ninety-two respondents were married.
Most elders (70%) serve in a city, suburb, or county seat; 30 percent serve in a small town
or rural environment.
Figure 1 : Where Do WV Elders Serve?
Clty/8uburb/Ceunty Seat or Small Town/Rural
I City, Suburb, or County Seat 70%
I Small Town or Rural Environment 30%
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An overwhelming majority ofWV elders (80%) serve one church; 20 percent
serve a multi-point charge, which means two or more churches.
Figure 2: How Many Churches Do
WV United Methodist Elders Serve?
O One Church 80%
� Multi-Point Charge 20%
Spiritual Formation Habits ofWV U.M. Elders
The spiritual formation habits were an independent variable (IV). The elder's
survey asked thirteen questions to determine spiritual formation habits and characteristics.
The first of these questions was, "When you need spiritual guidance, where do you go
first?" They were asked to check one: a counselor, a friend, a mentor, a pastor, a small
group, a spiritual director, your spouse, or other (Figure 3). Of the eighty-seven who
responded, 33 percent said they go to a friend. (These findings concur with a survey
conducted bv Leadership magazine, in which most pastors said they first go to a friend
for spiritual guidance. More on that study in Chapter 5).
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Second, in West Virginia 23 percent of elders go to their spouse for spiritual
guidance. Third, 13 percent ofWV elders go to a pastor. Fourth was mentor, marked by
10 percent. Counselors, small groups, and spiritual directors showed up in single digits.
Figure 3: First Four Places WV Elders Go
For Spiritual Guidance
I:::::, I To 3 FNend, 33% J To Spouse, 23%
� To a Pastor, 13% | To a Mentor, 10%
Generally West Virginia elders feel pretty good about themselves; 69 percent of
WV pastors graded their spiritual well being as very good or excellent. Some 74 percent
graded their mental/emotional well being as very good or excellent; 5 1 percent graded
their physical well being as very good or excellent. But interestingly, about one fourth of
the subjects did not answer these three questions.
The biggest obstacle to spiritual development was a busy schedule, cited by 3 1
percent. Second was a lack ofdiscipline at 22 percent. Interruptions came in third at 17
percent. Fourth was anger at 9 percent. The four biggest obstacles to spiritual
development among WV elders are listed in figure 4.
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Figure 4: Four Biggest Obstacles to Spiritual
Development Among West Virginia U.M. Elders
Lack of Discipl'
Busy Schedule 31%
Lack of Discipline 22%
Interruptions 17%
Anger 9%
Along with naming obstacles to spiritual development, WV elders were also
asked, "What is the hardest problem pastors face?" Of the fifty-two elders who
responded, the most common answer was "unrealistic expectations," given by 19 percent
of the respondents. Two answers tied for second: "time management," and
equipping/motivating the laity for ministry," both given by 13 percent. Third was
"loneliness" or "isolation," given by 7 percent of the elders.
Other problems identified by West Virginia elders included IRS and taxes; lack of
commitment from the congregation; lack ofmorale due to low pay and high debt;
accountability; inadequate support systems; "back to Egypt" committees; negative church
members; lack of continuing education; developing deep, meaningfiil relationships with
other pastors; ftmeral of a child; denominational division; the system; spiritual warfare;
having to be a jack of all trades; staying motivated; arrogance; being faithftil in little
things every day; no time for family, spouse; no time for self; lack of discipline; neglect.
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On the positive side, more than halfof the WV elders (60%) are part of a small
group. Of those, 97 percent rank their small group experience as either valuable or very
valuable.
West Virginia pastors pray. A full 97 percent of the pastors pay at least once a
day (Figure 5), and 77 percent ofWV pastors report praying several times a day.
Figure 5: Daily Spiritual Disciplines
OfWest Virginia U.M. Elders
Pray Aware of God Bible
Q Pray Daily 97%
I Aware of God's Presence Daily 86%
I Read the Bible Daily 58%
The survey also show^ed 86 percent of elders in WV are aware ofGod's presence
daily. More than halfof the WV elders (58%) read the Bible at least once a day.
Another 30 percent ofWV elders report reading the Bible two to four times a week. On
the other end of the scale, 18 percent ofWV elders read the Bible less than 15 minutes a
day.
Only a fourth (26%) ofWV elders keep a journal. This could well be an area
where WV elders need to be encouraged. Eighty percent ofWV elders read devotional
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materials on a weekly basis (Figm-e 6).
When it comes to fasting, 57 percent of WV elders fast at least once a year. Of
those West Virginians, 13 percent fast at least once a week, 26 percent fast at least once a
month.
Figure 6: Other Spiritual Disciplines of
West Virginia U.M. Elders
Devotional Fast Journal
J Read Devotional Materials Weekly 80%
[" 1 Fast At Least Once a Year 57%
H Keep a Journal 26%
Spiritual Formation Habits And Well-Being
The first table utilized three questions to correlate spiritual formation habits of
West Virginia U.M. elders with mental, physical, and spiritual well-being.
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Table 1: Spiritual Formation Habits and Mental, Physical, Spiritual Well-Being.
Spiritual
Formation Habits
Mental
Well-Being
Physical
Well-Being
spiritual
Well-Being
r p<* r p<* r p<*
1. How often are
you aware ofGod's
presence? .29 0 .29 0 .37 0
2. How often do
you pray? .13 .19 .29 0 .27 0
3. How often do
you read the Bible
for your own
personal growth?
.27 0 .23 0 .37 0
*p<.05.
We may conclude, therefore, that a moderate relationship exists between a
pastor's awareness ofGod's presence and reading the Bible for spiritual growth with
mental, physical, and spiritual well-being. Also, prayer and physical and spiritual well-
being are related.
Present Growth Patterns in U.M. Churches in West Virginia
Church growth is a dependent variable (DV). WV pastors were asked three sets
of questions regarding church growth: (la) "What was the total membership ofyour
church/charge when you first went there?" (lb) "What is the total membership today?"
(2a) "What was the average Sunday moming worship attendance of your church/charge
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when you first went there?" (2b) "What is the average Sunday moming worship
attendance today?" (3a) "What was the average Sunday school attendance ofyour
church/charge when you first went there?" (3b) "What is the average attendance today?"
Where a pastor served two or more churches the total numbers for the charge were used.
The average (mean) membership for a church served by a WV elder is 364
members. Elders reported an overall increase of twenty members during their present
tenure. However, caution must be exercised when dealing with membership figures.
Often the membership roles are bloated with people who are not actively involved in the
church.
More important is total worshipers on Sunday moming: the average for a church
served by a WV U.M. elder is 156 worshipers per Sunday moming. This is up thirty
people fi-om when the pastor first came to his/her church.
The average number of Sunday moming worshipers inWV United Methodist
churches overall is forty-two persons (West Virginia Armual Conference Workbook.
1997, Statistical Summary, 1997-04), although it must be remembered there are many
small, rural U.M. churches in West Virginia. But clearly elders serve the bigger churches.
The mean figure for Sunday school attendance at a church served by an elder is
seventy-six, up nine from when the minister first began his/her tenure. Therefore about
half the worshipers do not attend Sunday school. Overall in West Virginia U.M. churches
the average in Sunday school is twenty-eight persons.
WV elders have experienced modest gains in all three areas measuring church
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growth. But these gains run counter to the overall decline in West Virginia U.M.
churches, perhaps indicating that elders are more likely to see growth than non-elders
(deacons, local pastors, part-time pastors, assign-supply, etc.).
Overall the WV Annual Conference continues to decline in all three areas
measured. Figure 7 looks at membership, Sunday moming worship attendance, and
Sunday school attendance over the past ten years.
Figure 7: Ten Year Decline of the WV Annual Conf.
Loss of Membership, Sun. Worship, and Sun. School
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Table 2: Growth/Decline ofU.M. Churches in WV During 1987-1996
YEAR
TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP IN
WEST VIRGINIA
ANNUAL CONF.
AVERAGE
SUNDAY
WORSHIP
ATTEp^ANCE
AVERAGE
SUN. SCHOOL
ATTENDANCE
PER SUNDAY
1987 146,398 68,009 50,778
1988 142,652 66,458 48,729
1989 138,858 63,286 45,302
1990 135,501 62,167 45,121
1991 132,362 61,997 44,192
1992 130,310 59,632 42,136
1993 128,094 58,228 40,621
1994 125,982 59,825 40,589
1995 124,332 60,712 39,977
1996 121,920 58,274 38,457
TOTAL LOSSES
-24,478
fl6%)
-9,735
(-14%)
-12,321
(-24%)
Pastoral Spiritual Formation and Church Growth
A reliability coefficient as measured by Cronbach's Alpha scale was .79. Based
on pastoral spiritual formation criteria, the following seven questions from the elder's
survey were included:
1 . How often do you read the Bible for your own personal growth?
2. How often do you pray?
3. How often are you aware ofGod's presence?
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4. How would you grade your spiritual well-being?
5. How well did seminary prepare you for pastoral ministry?
6. How would you grade your mental/emotional well-being?
7. How would you grade your physical well-being?
These questions comprise "Composite of Spiritual Formation Criteria" ofWV
U.M. elders in the right column of Table 3 . Reading the Bible for personal growth is
imperative to healthy pastoral spiritual formation, because this is a primary way God
speaks to people. Jesus said, "If you continue in my word, you are truly my disciples, and
you v^ll know the truth, and the truth will make you free" (John 8: 3 1-32). Prayer is vital
to spiritual formation because this is a primary way we communicate with God. Being
aware ofGod's presence helps us to keep our thoughts channeled in the direction God
desires. All three of these criteria-Bible reading, prayer, and awareness of God's
presence�were used in the Leadership survey.
Pastors were also asked to examine themselves and grade their own spiritual,
mental/emotional, and physical well-being. The seventh category was seminary.
Together these seven items make up the spiritual formation criteria.
In the left column of Table 3, church growth reported by WV elders is comprised
of Sunday moming worship growth and Sunday school growth. The spiritual formation
criteria correlated with an increase (or decrease) in Sunday moming worship attendance;
an increase (or decrease) in Sunday school attendance. These church growth criteria refer
to the elder's present tenure in his/her church. A moderate correlation was found between
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spiritual formation criteria and church growth among West Virginia U.M. elders, in both
worship attendance and Sunday school attendance. The following correlations were
found in Table 3 through using SPSS.
Table 3: Spiritual Formation ofWV U.M. Elders and Church Growth
Church Growth Composite ofSpiritual Formation
Criteria
r p<*
Average Sunday moming worship
attendance when the elder began in his/her
church 126
Average Sunday moming now 156
Average growth in Sunday moming
worship attendance among churches
served by WV U.M. elders 30
.25 .02
Average Sunday school attendance when
the elder began in his/her church 67
Average Sunday school attendance
now 76
Average growth in Sunday school
attendance among churches served by WV
U.M. elders 9
.27 .02
*p<.05.
The data show a moderate correlation between spiritual formation and church
growth. The alpha was .79. Cronbach's alpha is a reliability (coefficient) estimate. The
probability was very good on Sunday moming worship attendance (.02) and Sunday
school attendance (.02).
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The surveys were also examined in another way. First they were analyzed to see
how many elders were experiencing church growth in at least two of the three categories:
Sunday worship attendance, Sunday school attendance, and membership. A little over
half (54%) ofWV elders are experiencing church growth in at least two of the three
categories. The figures on these elders are seen in Table 4, which does not include elders
who are not experiencing church growth.
Table 4: WV Elders Experiencing Church Growth
CHURCH GROWTH PERCENTAGE
Of the WV elders experiencing church
growth, those who are experiencing
growth in all three categories: Sunday
moming worship, Sunday school, and
membership
48%
Of the WV elders experiencing church
growth, those who are experiencing
growth in Sunday moming worship and
Sunday school, but not in membership
30%
Of the WV elders experiencing church
growth, those who are experiencing
growth in Sunday moming worship and
membership, but not in Sunday school
22%
Next, the surveys of those elders who are experiencing church growth were
examined to see how they correlated with these seven spiritual formation criteria: their
rating of their ovm spiritual, mental/emotional, and physical well being; how often they
pray; how often they are aware ofGod's presence; how often they read the Bible; and
whether or not they read devotional materials on a weekly basis. This last item regarding
devotional reading was substituted for seminary experience, which was one of the seven
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spiritual formation criteria in the SPSS tabulations. The data showed a correlation
between elders who serve growing churches and who are spiritually formed.
Of those elders inWV who are serving growing churches we see strong
indicators of spiritual formation: 74 percent rate their spiritual well being as excellent or
very good; 80 percent rate their mental/emotional well being as excellent or very good; a
full 97 percent pray at least once a day; 61 percent read the Bible at least once a day; 88
percent read devotional materials on a weekly basis; and 84 percent report being aware of
God's presence several times during the day. But significantly, only 8 percent of those
same elders are willing to rate their physical well being as excellent. Perhaps this is an
area where elders need help.
A composite of spiritual, physical, and mental well-being showed a correlation
with Sunday moming worship grow^th and Sunday school growth, as seen in Table 5.
Table 5: Composite of Spiritual, Physical, MentalWell-BeingWith Church Growth
Church Growth Composite ofSpiritual, Physical, and
MentalWell-Being
r p<*
Average Sunday moming worship
attendance growth among churches served
by WV U.M. elders 30 .23 .05
Average Sunday school attendance
growth among churches served by WV
U.M. elders 9 .22 .04
*p<.05.
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The next table contrasts the spiritual formation habits and characteristics of elders
who lead growing churches with elders who do not lead growing churches. A large gap
exists between the two, lending credence to the idea that spiritually mature pastors are
more likely to serve growing churches.
Table 6: Spiritual Formation and Church Growth AmongWV U.M. Elders
Spiritual Formation
Criteria
r WV Elders Who Lead
Growing Churches
WV Elders Who Do Not
Lead Growing Churches
How would you grade your
spiritual well being?
Excellent 12%
Very Good 62%
Excellent 6%
Very Good 5%
How would you grade your
mental/emotional well
being?
Excellent 22%
Very Good 58%
Excellent 1%
Very Good 55%
How would you grade your
physical well being?
Excellent 8%
Very Good 50%
Excellent 1%
Very Good 32%
How often do you pray? Several times a day 79%
At least once a day 1 8%
Several times a day 75%
At least once a day 22%
How often do you read the
Bible for your own
personal growth?
At least once a day 6 1%
At least two�four
times a week 30%
At least once a day 45%
At least two-four
times a week 39%
Do you read devotional
materials on a weekly
basis?
Yes 88% Yes 61%
No 12% No 39%
How often are you aware
of God's presence?
At least once an hour..24%
Several times during
the day 60%
At least once an hour....9%
Several times during
the day 71%
Based on these seven criteria used in this study, the data would indicate that those
elders who score higher in these spiritual formation categories are more likely to lead a
growing church. In all seven categories the first response (indicating strongest spiritual
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formation) was higher for elders who serve growing churches.
The question "How would you grade your spiritual well being?" (which drew the
highest correlation to spiritual well being at .80, with a probability of .00), shows a strong
contrast between elders who lead growing churches versus those who do not. Almost
three-fourths of elders who serve growing churches (74%) rate their spiritual well being
as excellent or very good, compared to only 1 1 percent of elders who do not serve
growing churches. Similarly 24 percent of elders who lead growing churches are aware
of God's presence at least once an hour, compared to 9 percent of elders who do not lead
growing churches.
Other Factors That May Account for Church Growth
The hypothesis that spiritually formed pastors are more likely to lead churches
that are growing in numbers seems to be verified by the data. Of course there may be
other reasons that a church does not grow. Spiritual bondage, lack of vision, divisions, a
history ofweak leadership, lack of skill, low motivation, culture, denominational
problems, poor location, and other factors can stifle church growth in some churches.
Even churches pastored by spiritually formed elders may fail to grow. But lack of church
grow1;h should be the exception and not the norm.
When asked how long they have been at their present appointment, 79 percent of
WV United Methodist elders said they have been there five years or less; 13 percent have
served six to eight years where they are now, and only 8 percent have been at their present
appointment for nine years or more (Figure 8). This becomes significant when we see
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reports that long-term pastorates tend to bring more growth (Schaller, Easum)
Figure 8: How Long Have WV Elders
Served at Their Present Appointment?
I Five Years or Less 79%
H Six to Eight Years 13%
B Nine Years or More 8%
Three-fourths of those surveyed (76%) identified their church's style ofworship
as traditional or very traditional; 17 percent said it was a blend of traditional and
contemporary. Only seven percent ofWV elders identified their church's style of
worship as contepmporary (Figure 9).
Figure 9: Style ofWorship
Among U.M. Churches in West Virginia
Contemporary
TraditionalA/ery Traditional 76%
I Blend of Traditional and Contemporary 1 7%
B Contemporary 7%
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Question 35 was, "How well did seminary prepare you for pastoral ministry?"
Options were: very well, well, fair, poor A full 73 percent of the WV elders felt that
seminary prepared them well or very well for pastoral ministry; 27 percent said seminary
did a fair or poor job of preparing them (Figure 10).
Figure 10: HowWell Did Seminary
Prepare WV Elders for Ministry?
? Very Well 25% ? Well 48%
� Fair 20% � Poor 7%
The question, "How well did seminary prepare you for ministry?" correlated with
Sunday school growth and worship attendance growth, as seen in the following table.
Table 7: Relationship Between Church Growth and Seminary
How well did seminary prepare you for ministry?
Sunday School Grovs^h Sunday Moming Worship Growth
r p<* ,r; p<*
.27 .02 .24 .03
*p<.05.
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Other general observations:
� West Virginia U.M. churches that are in areas where the economy is
growing tend to be growing in worship attendance.
� West Virginia U.M. churches served by pastors with longer tenure tend to
be experiencing more growth in Sunday moming worship. Also, these
pastors tend to be experiencing more spiritual growth in their own
personal lives.
� Younger U.M. pastors tend to serve growing churches in West Virginia.
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CHAPTER 5
Summary and Conclusions
The spiritual formation habits ofWV elders were examined; the relationship
between pastoral spiritual formation and church growth was established. The study
showed a moderate correlation between spiritual formation and church growth. It also
showed a correlation between a composite of spiritual, physical, and mental well-being
with Sunday moming worship growth and Sunday school growth. Pastors who lead
growing churches rank higher in key spiritual formation categories than pastors who serve
non-growing churches. Even though the WV Annual Conference continues to experience
an overall decline in worship, Sunday school, and membership, some churches are
experiencing growth. Pastors who lead growing churches practice the spiritual
disciplines more than pastors who do not.
Findings in Light of the Theological Foundations and Literature Review
The theological foundation was based on Jesus' ministry in the gospels, and on
church growth in Acts, the New Testament, and to our present day. Jesus is the ultimate
example of one who was spiritually mature. Jesus' great commission, "Go, make
disciples," clearly carries with it a plan for church growth. Therefore the marriage of
spiritual formation and church growth begins with Jesus and his disciples.
The literature review noted many writers, preachers, and theologians who bore
witness to the close relationship between spiritual formation and church growth.
Wesley's means of grace are case in point.
Spiritual formation must never be seen as a "tool" for church growth. Rather we
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become spiritually formed because ofGod's grace, and because we desire to become
more like Jesus. This is the heart of spiritual formation and spiritual maturity. We need
both spiritual formation and church growth ifwe are to be like Christ and carry out his
great commission.
Implications of the Study
Often there seems to be a dichotomy between proponents of spiritual formation
and proponents of church growth. We need both. Ifwe are followers of Jesus, then we
must become more like him. Ifwe are to fulfill his great commission, then the church
universal will grow. Perhaps not all churches will grow, but most will.
The key is balance between spiritual formation and church growth.
Hopefully the "Elder's Survey 1997" will be used by others who are studying
pastors, spiritual formation, and church growth. The length of the instrument�four
pages�insures receiving a generous amount of information that could prove valuable.
This is the only study of its kind in West Virginia of which I am aware. However,
the West Virginia study showed remarkable similarities to the minister's survey in the
Fall, 1993 edition of Leadership. The following table makes the comparison.
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Table 8: Comparison Between WV Elders and Leadership's National Survey
Spiritual Formation
Category
UnitedMethodist Elders in
West Virginia
Ministers in the
Leadership Survev
Where do pastors go first
for spiritual guidance?
1 . To a firiend
2. To my spouse
3. To a pastor
4. To a mentor
1 . To a fi"iend
2. To a small group
3. To a pastor
4. To a mentor
What is the biggest
obstacle to your spiritual
development?
1 . Busy schedule
2. Lack of discipline
3. Interruptions
4. Anger
1 . Busy schedule
2. Lack of discipline
3. Interruptions
4. Sin
How often do you pray? At least once a day, 97% At least once a day, 83%
How often are you aware
of God's presence?
Daily, 86% Daily, 57%
How often do you read the
Bible?
Daily, 58% Daily, 66%
Do you keep a journal? Yes, monthly, 26% Yes, monthly, 32%
Do you fast? At least once a year, 57% At least once a year, 31%
Limitations of the Study
More participants would have yielded more insight. Even though 50 percent of
available elders participated, half did not. It would have been very interesting to have
received their input.
Also, if I were to do the study again, I would make devotional reading one of the
criteria for the SPSS correlations. I would also ask the bishop to announce the survey at
executive session, pass it out at executive session, and give the elders ample time to
complete it. The surveys would be turned in as soon as they filled them out, effecting
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greater participation.
Unexpected Conclusions
I was pleasantly surprised to learn that 97 percent of our elders pray at least once a
day. Disappointing was the fact that over a fourth of our elders report seminary did a fair
or poor job ofpreparing them for pastoral ministry. More on this in the next section.
Practical Applications of the Findings
One of the problems blocking both pastoral spiritual formation and church growth
is short term pastorates. An astounding 79 percent ofWest Virginia elders have served in
their present appointment for only five years or less. In fact only 8 percent of our elders
have served in their present appointment for nine years or more. These short term
appointments can produce problems. After a long succession ofpastors, the lay people
tend to put some distance between themselves and the pastor. The role of pastor is
somewhat reduced. When problems arise, the easy way out for pastors and churches is to
request a change. Thus problems are sometimes not resolved. Relationships are strained.
Short term pastorates can also be a tempting way for pastors to "climb the ladder"
within the conference. When this happens, appointments are seen as a way to get ahead
rather than as a call from God. Ministry is seen as a reward rather than a form of
servanthood.
Spiritual growth takes time. It gently asks that we love God, take time to know
people, build trust, build accountability.
Church growth takes time. It requires pastor and people working together as a
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team, developing leaders, making disciples, worshiping God together, serving in ministry
together. One of the often overlooked benefits of longer term pastorates is that the pastor
can get to know the children and youth better. As they grow, and as the pastor spends
time with them, they begin to bloom and blossom into the young Christian leaders that
God has intended them to become. This process takes years to bear fruit.
Another blockage to church growth can be lifeless worship services. Three
quarters of our elders (76%) said the worship style of their church is traditional or very
traditional. Perhaps we should prayerftilly consider some options, one ofwhich is to
gradually bring some contemporary Christian music into our services. This could be
especially effective in attracting and keeping baby boomers and generation X'ers. Some
17 percent of our elders say their churches are now a blend of traditional and
contemporary.
While contemporary music may not be for everyone, it could make a positive
difference. If the organ prelude sounds like a ftineral dirge, then how v^ll we attract and
keep younger people?
Still another stumbling block to spiritual formation and church growth is a lack of
skill on the part of seminary graduates. Rick Warren remarks, "It takes more than
dedication to lead a church to grow; it takes skilF (The Purpose Driven Church 57,
emphasis his). Fully 27 percent ofWest Virginia elders admit their seminary did a fair or
poor job of equipping them for pastoral ministry. Prospective students should be
encouraged to attend seminaries that are in harmony with traditional, historic Wesleyan
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theology, and that are on the cutting edge in teaching spiritual formation, church growth,
and pastoral ministry skills.
Pastoral ministry in the newmillennium will demand well equipped elders who
are trained and motivated to love the Lord and make disciples for him. Pastors who
desire spiritual formation and church growth may consider the following:
First, pastors must love God with all their heart, all their soul, all their mind, all
their strength. They must focus on God throughout the day. They must earnestly strive to
become more like him. They need to worship God, serve God, obey God in everything
they do, and dedicate their ministry to God daily. They need to take Paul's advice to pray
constantly, and sincerely seek to become spiritually formed.
Pastors need to take time every day to nurture and cultivate a close, personal
relationship with the Lord. West Virginia elders listed "busy schedule" as the biggest
obstacle to their spiritual development. If pastors are too busy to pray, too busy to read
the Bible, too busy to read devotional materials, too busy to be aware of God's presence,
then pastors are too busy. Good relationships take time. How much more time does it
take to develop a close, personal relationship with the Lord, so that pastors are becoming
more like him every day. Joumaling, fasting, and other spiritual disciplines should be
exercised as well.
Second, pastors need to love their neighbor as themselves. It means looking for
the good in others. Every human being is a precious soul for whom Jesus died on the
cross. Every human being was created in the image of God. Every person has etemal
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worth in God's eyes. To love means to forgive. To love means to listen. To love means
to help people reconcile.
Third, pastors must know their mission from the Lord Jesus: make disciples.
They must keep their mission in front of them at all times. As pastors struggle with time
management issues, they need to ask, "Does this help me to fulfill my mission ofmaking
disciples?" Ministers must organize their schedule and priorities based on their mission.
Pastors need to understand God's purpose, and keep God's purpose in front of
them and their people. Pastors need to seek God's vision, and continually keep God's
vision in front of themselves and their people. Pastors must cast the vision, pray, and
help God's church to become spiritually formed. It means building a team that is willing
to work together. It means devising a definite plan to offer Christ, salvation, and church
membership to a lost and hurting world. It requires organizing church membership
Sundays well in advance. It asks that pastors make disciples, equip people for ministry,
develop leaders. It means pastors ask youth to become more involved in moming
worship and other key leadership roles.
Fourth, ministers must take time for family. If our mission is to make disciples,
then surely this must begin at home. Modem families take many forms. Whatever the
pastor's family situation, we need to work to build love and unity within the family God
has given us.
Fifth, pastors must study the life of Jesus, preach Christ, teach the gospels. If
spiritual formation is the process of becoming Christ like, then pastors must know as
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much as they can about him. How did Jesus spend his time? He said from the cross, "It
is finished." He completed the work that the Father gave him to do in just three short
years. Note his emphasis on prayer. Scripture, worship, and leadership development.
Observe how his briefministry on earth-founded on spiritual formation- resulted in
worldvsdde church growth.
Sixth, pastors need to spend more time reading. Spiritually formed pastors should
know the Word ofGod, and should be acquainted with a wide range of v^riters. Too
ofi;en pastors fall into the TV trap, which often leaves people spiritually empty. If readers
are leaders, then how much more does that apply to pastors. Reading will help pastors
develop the skills necessary to work with others in leading God's church into the new
millennium.
The WV Aimual Conference could help by promoting longer term pastorates,
offering meaningfiil seminars for pastors based on pastor's needs, holding pastors
accountable to The Discipline, working towards solving denominational problems, and
encouraging elders to seek doctor ofministry degrees from seminaries with proven track
records ofproducing effective ministers.
Seventh, pastors need to do their best and let God do the rest. Pastors are under
great pressure. When asked, "What is the hardest problem pastors face?" the most
common answer given by WV elders was, "unrealistic expectations." Pastor and people
need to work closely together to love each other, listen to each other, and set reasonable
expectations. We must strike a balance between freedom and accountability.
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Pastors are under great pressure to make many visits, reconcile relationships, do
counseling, prepare sermons and Bible studies. Then there are alw^ays holidays,
weddings, funerals, and other services demanding preparation. One person can only do
so much. It is helpful for pastors to keep a work log for one month, and then examine it
with the Pastor-Parish Relations Committee. Many lay persons do not realize all the
different duties of a pastor. If one of the major concerns is unrealistic expectations, then
it is incumbent upon pastors and people to sit dovm in love and listen to each other's
needs. Somewhere in the middle lies common ground. Pastors need to strive for win-win
agreements and honestly seek God's will.
Remember a wise pastor's words: "I planted, Appollos watered, but God gave the
growth" (Paul speaking in I Corinthians 3:6). Pastors should give all the glory to God,
pray daily for humility, and stay true to God until Christ comes back.
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Appendix A: Elder' s Survey Cover Letter and Elder' s Survey 1 997
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ELDER'S SURVEY 1997
A Survey ofElders in the W.V. Annual Conference
Where will this Annual Conference be in the year 2000?
In an effort to stimulate pastoral growth and church growth, we are asking
all Elders to complete this survey. We need your help. Your thoughts are
valuable to us.
Your answers will be completely anonymous.
A general summary of the results will appear in the next edition of the
West Virginia UnitedMethodist.
Bishop Ives has given his permission for this survey to be conducted, in
the hope that it will bear fruit for the entire Annual Conference.
This survey is part ofmy Doctor ofMinistry work at Asbury Seminary.
Please make sure you complete all four pages of the survey, and place it
in the blue box in the vestibule at Wesley Chapel, or give it to me.
Thank you for helping us!
God's blessings,
Rev. David Spence
Reedsville Charge
MonValley District
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ELDER' S SURVEY 1 997
A Survey ofElders in the W.V. Annual Conference
Thank you for taking time to complete this survey. Your responses will be completely
anonymous. A general summary of the survey results will appear in the next edition
of the West Virsinia UnitedMethodist, Please note: it is vitally important that every
Elder complete this survey. Please place your completed survey in the blue boxes
marked, "Elder's Survey." Thank you for being totally honest. C: survey.lds
1. Your age: 2. Gender: 3. Are you married? Yes No
4. What year were you ordained an Elder?
5. Where did you earn your Master ofDivinity degree?
6. Do you currently serve in full-time pastoral ministry? Yes No
7. How many years have you served in your current appointment?
8. Do you serve: a single church or a multi-point charge ?
9. How would you describe the worship style of your (largest) church?
Very traditional Traditional Contemporary
10. What was the total membership of your church/charge when you first went
there? 11. What is the total membership today?
12. What was the average Sunday morning worship attendance of your
church/charge when you first went there?
13. What is the average Sunday morning worship attendance today?
14. What was the average Sun. School attendance of your church/charge when
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you first went there? 15. The average attendance today?
16. When you need spiritual guidance, where do you go first? (Please check one)
To a counselor To a small group
To a friend To a spiritual director
To a mentor To your spouse
To a pastor Other:
17. How would you grade your spiritual well-being?
Excellent Very good Good Fair Poor
18. How would you grade your mental/emotional well-being?
Excellent Very good Good Fair Poor
19. How would you grade your physical well-being?
Excellent Very good Good Fair Poor
20. What is the setting of your church? City Suburb
County seat Rural setting Small town
21. What are the biggest obstacles to your spiritual development? (check as
many as you wish)
Anger Lack of desire
Bitterness Lack of discipline
Busy schedule Sin
Out of the habit Spouse/family not encouraging
Interruptions Other:
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22. Are you a member of a weekly small group? Yes No _
23. If yes, how would you rate your small group experience?
Very valuable Valuable Fair Poor
24. Have you ever been on a Walk to Emmaus? Yes No
25. How would you describe the economic climate of the area you serve?
Growing Unchanged Declining Depressed _
26. How often do you pray?
Several times a day
At least once a day
At least 2-4 times a week
At least once a week
Less than once a week
27. How often do you read the Bible for your own personal growth?
At least once a day
At least 2-4 times a week
At least once a week
Less than once a week
28. Do you keep a spiritual journal? Yes No
29. If yes, how often do you make entries? Daily Weekly Less
30. Do you read devotional materials on a weekly basis? Yes No
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31. How often are you aware ofGod's presence?
At least once an hour
Several times during the day
At least once a day
Several times a week
Seldom
32. How many minutes a day do you spend reading the Bible?
More than an 60 minutes a day
31-60 minutes a day
15-30 minutes a day
Less than 15 minutes a day
33. Do you fast? Yes No
34. If yes, how often do you fast?
At least once a week
At least once a month
At least once a year
35. How well did seminary prepare you for pastoral ministry?
Very well Well Fair Poor
36. What is the hardest problems pastors face?
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Appendix B: Elders in the Northeast Jurisdiction Who Were Sent Copies of Elder's
Survey 1997 for the Pre-Test:
Rev. Ken Steigler, Salem, Ma.; Dr. Seth Asare, Newtonville, Ma.; Rev. Robert Searle,
Pine City, N.Y.; Rev. David Roddy, Hermitage, Pa.; Rev. Dale Shunk, Johnstown, Pa.;
Rev. JeffGreenway, Erie, Pa.; Rev. John Mullen, Milton, Pa.; Rev. Dennis Derr,
Danville, Pa.; Rev. Russell Wentling, Allentown, Pa.; Dr. Jim Price, Quarryville, Pa.;
Rev. Ed Tucker, Allentown, Pa.; Rev. Ed Casey, Stockholm, N.J.; Dr. Tom White,
Aberdeen N.J.; Rev. Helen Rainier, Howell, N.J.; Rev. Jerry Ruff, Sicklerville, N.J.; Rev.
Karen Booth, Long Neck, De.; Rev. Connie Alt, Wilmington, De.; Rev. John Duimack,
New Castle, De.
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